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‘YOU NEED TO TREAT THE WHOLE PATIENT AND NOT JUST THE HOLE IN THE PATIENT’.  
  (DOWSETT & NEWTON, 2005)
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FOREWORD
Wound care is a regular component of the package of care we offer in the 
majority of our health care facilities and represents a high volume of activities. 
The current practices in MSF projects are often based on the habits of each 
individual supervisor, the wound care material we offer is partly outdated and 
does not allow optimal wound care. There is a need for standardization of 
wound care and it needs to be evidence based as much as possible, taking 
into account the realities of the field.

The scope of this document is to guide the caregiver in the wound care 
process. It does not intend to provide in depth information on wound healing 
or physiology. There is a wide range of literature and background information 
available for this purpose in the references and in the list of extra reading.
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SUMMARY OF THE WOUND CARE PROTOCOL
The following 3 steps are the same for all types of wounds, regardless the aetiology of 
the wound, location of the wound, chronic or acute wounds etc.

Step 1 – ASSESS: factors influencing wound healing and pain 
management

       
The wound should not be treated in isolation but in the context of the patient’s overall 
wellbeing. Before deciding on any wound action, products and materials, the clinician 
must undertake and document a holistic assessment of the patient. To obtain optimal 
wound healing conditions comorbidities and underlying diseases must be treated 
together with the wound.
This step includes also pain assessment and the administration of pain medication 
before wound care is performed. Correct pain management can improve the patients 
condition and facilitates and accelerates the wound healing process.

Step 2 – OBSERVE & ACT: TIME assessment, wound cleansing   and 
  disinfection (if necessary)

  

TIME

T Tissue viability

I Infection prevention and management

M Moisture balance

E Edges

Cleansing can be done mechanically, or by irrigation; whether with NaCl 0,9% only or 
in combination with povidone iodine (PVI) 7,5% soap. Indications for each product are 
described in the protocol.
Disinfection is indicated only for non-healing wounds, wounds with signs of infection or 
for cases with specific influencing factors and increased risk of infection.
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ACTION

T The type of tissue will define if we need to debride or to 
protect

I The observations gathered in the ‘I’ will define if we need to 
use an antiseptic or not

M The moisture balance will define if we need to hydrate, 
maintain or absorb the exudate

E Always provide wound edges and periwound skin 
protection.

 Step 3 – DRESSING CHOICE: hydrate/absorb and protect the wound

The dressing should offer mechanical protection of the wound, be impermeable to 
micro-organisms and avoid pain and trauma during its removal. 
Moreover, it should respect the principle of moist wound healing by adding moisture 
when the wound is too dry, maintaining a good moisture balance in moderately moist 
wounds and absorbing exudate when the wound is too wet.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROTOCOL

Main points
Methods used for the development of the protocol
Challenges and limitations
Rationale behind the selection of wound care material

This protocol aims to guide the treatment of the majority of wounds encountered in the 
field, following the same structured approach for all different types. This will make it 
easier for paramedical staff, including nurses and nurse-aid, as well as doctors, to 
perform wound care in any context as long as the materials are available.

First aid/emergency treatment of wounds in the field, in triage situations 
and in emergency rooms is not included in this protocol.

As one of the main objectives of a proper wound care is to prevent and treat wound 
infections, tetanus prophylaxis needs  always to be taken into consideration during the 
first treatment of all non-surgical wounds. 

The treatment of severe burns and skin graft is not included in this protocol 
as they will be treated by a specific document. Nevertheless simple burns 
can be treated using the same protocol without additional material. 

In case of children, neonates and kwashiorkor patients the document with 
specificities for wound care in these populations need to be consulted.

On top of the treatment proposed in this protocol, some specific situations such as 
diabetic foot wounds, arterial wounds, etc…need supplementary specific treatment, 
beside the local basic wound care.

For all these cases more information can be found through the links mentioned at 
the end of the protocol, contacting the more appropriate HQ Referents or using the 
telemedicine service.  
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1. Main points

This protocol:

• puts the focus on the cleansing of the wound 
• recommends restricted indications for using antiseptics during  wound care 
• recommends the respect of keeping a moisture balance in the wound 
• emphasizes on the documentation of the wound observation and evolution.

We use the TIME-D concept to guide the process of wound care.

2. Methods used for the development of the protocol

The process started with an extensive literature search, followed by a proposal of a 
protocol. This first draft was presented to a panel that consisted of wound care experts 
not working with MSF and medical MSF-field experts. The members of the panel 
proposed changes and reached a consensus on this final version.

We have tested the protocol in 2 projects in 2016 and 2017 to check effectiveness and 
feasibility of implementation.

3. Challenges and limitations

Evidence related to wound care is very heterogeneous and almost non-existent in low 
resource settings. 

It is necessary to balance the ideal protocol and field realities and challenges such as:

• Human resources:
 ➢ Variation in level of training of health care workers performing wound care
 ➢ In some contexts, restricted supervision capacities

• Infrastructure: not always adapted to the level of care
• Material: some wound care items are produced in only one country; to avoid supply 

chain issues, materials have been chosen that are manufactured by big companies 
or by different companies.

• Patient related factors:
 ➢ Comorbidities, nutritional status
 ➢ Living conditions, personal hygiene
 ➢ Socio-economic characteristics

• Climate: often very hot and humid
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4. Rationale behind the selection of wound care material

The selection of wound care materials and products was guided by 
information from the literature, recommendations from a panel of 
experts and input from those responsible for these products at MSF 
Supply.

The guiding principle was to keep the protocol as simple as possible. Some wound care 
products are not retained in this protocol because of the risk of doing more harm than 
benefit in case of misuse or because not suitable for use in difficult conditions.

Field realities and challenges, as mentioned before, have also been taken into account .

For example: we did not include an alginate dressing because if misused this dressing 
can damage wound healing; the use of hydrocolloid dressings was rejected because of 
the potential to melt in hot climates. 

Material discussed:

Tap water versus NaCl 0,9% for cleansing wounds and the periwound area

In projects where we can’t guarantee the quality of the tap water in terms of bacteriology, 
NaCl 0,9% should be used to avoid supplementary contamination of the wounds.

Polyvidone iodine (PVI) surgical scrub instead of neutral liquid soap to clean wounds

The panel of experts recommended to use a normal, neutral liquid soap (for dirty skin) 
or NaCl 0,9% (for not visibly dirty skin) to clean surrounding, healthy skin. PVI soap for 
daily cleansing of the surrounding, healthy skin is discouraged because there will be an 
increased risk of excessively drying out the skin with consequent risk of infections.  
Inside the dirty or infected wound it is acceptable to use PVI soap. Due to the potential 
risk of confusing the two types of PVI (i.e. solution and soap), the panel suggested to use 
the neutral, liquid soap also for cleansing dirty, non-healing, infected wounds. However 
MSF Supply and soap suppliers emphasized that normal liquid soaps are only indicated 
to be used on intact skin, thus we have decided to use the PVI soap to clean wounds.

Non-woven compresses instead of gauze compresses to cover wounds

Non-woven compresses have less risk of sticking on the wound compared to gauze 
compresses.
An additional unintended advantage is that non-woven compresses are cheaper than 
gauze compresses. 
Gauze compresses can still be used for cleaning wounds. 
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Non-adherent compresses 

The panel of experts recommended to use non-woven compresses rather than non-
adherent compresses: “Once an osmotic hydrogel/PVI gel is used there is a permanent 
attraction of fluid, implying a reduced risk of sticking into the wound.” By covering the 
hydrogel/PVI gel with paraffin gauze the panel of experts suggested that there is a 
reduced need for non-adherent compresses. 

Furthermore, based on their personal experiences the wound care experts mentioned 
that the different layers of some non-adherent compresses easily slide away from each 
other. Besides this  – according to some of them – non-adherent compresses might 
facilitate maceration. 

All-in-one postop dressings

According to the panel experts an all-in-one postop dressing with a non-adherent 
compress as wound contact layer is the best option to avoid sticking of the dressing onto 
a wound that is sutured or stapled.

There was a discussion regarding two types of outside layers for these dressings, i.e. 
polyurethane film and non-woven. The advantage of film is that the patient can shower 
with the dressing, but during the field test it was observed that in hot and humid climates 
the dressing can release from the skin. The recommendation is to use the all-in one 
postop non-woven adhesive dressing. 

Hydrogel

According to the panel of experts the selected hydrogel is basically water made up in 
a gel by the adjunction of carboxymethyl cellulose (= CMC). The main role will thus be 
to bring fluids to a dry wound and to maintain the moisture balance in wounds that are 
moderately moist.

Additionally, they advised that the selected product should only be partially hydrated: the 
closer to the 100% saturation with water, the less absorption capacity and the higher 
the risk of evaporation. After consulting the literature, different wound care experts and 
MSF Supply, it turned out to be impossible to link exact percentages to the term “partially 
hydrated”, as manufactures rarely disclose details of the composition of their products. 
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PVI gel

Following the principle of moist wound healing and parallel with the introduction of 
hydrogel for healing wounds without signs of infection, the panel of experts advised to 
include PVI gel for non-healing wounds with or without overt signs of infection with mild 
to moderate amount of exudate.  Using PVI solution as an antiseptic in these wounds 
could make them too dry.

Next, the choice had to be made between PVI gel and PVI ointment. The choice for gel was 
based on the following points:

 – Gel is hydrophilic (↔ ointment = hydrophobic: sticks to everything except to the 
wound bed): the gel contains fluid absorbing macrogols and prevents maceration;

 – Gel is easier to spread into a wound and easier to clean out of the wound;
 – Ointments have an occlusive effect.

Absorbent compresses instead of super absorbent compresses

The panel of experts came to the consensus that absorbent compresses will be sufficient 
(and cheaper) as they will be used in infected and/or non-healing wounds, involving a 
dressing change at least once a day.
In case of wet non-infected, healing wounds the exudate will rapidly decrease once the 
underlying oedema is treated. 

Zinc oxide ointment

This product was already available in MSF missions. According to the panel of experts 
it is sufficient for periwound protection against maceration (no need to include more 
sophisticated products).

Baby oil

The zinc oxide ointment needs to be removed with an oily product. Together with the 
panel we searched for such a product that can be found locally in most of our contexts: 
baby oil.

Sugar

Sugar in wound care might have a range of valid indications, but we did not include it in 
the protocol because of the lack of quality evidence, and the fact that it might contain 
impurities that can cause allergic reactions. When there is more evidence available we 
can reconsider including sugar in the protocol. 
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Medicalized honey

A Cochrane review of 2015 states that “It is difficult to draw overall conclusions regarding 
the effects of honey as a topical treatment for wounds due to the heterogeneous nature 
of the patient populations and comparators studied and the mostly low quality of the 
evidence”.  

Next to this, some countries may be reluctant to import medicalized honey.

Never use pure natural honey for wound care due to: 
 – lack of standardization
 – possibility of contamination with pesticides, antibiotics or viable spores, including 

clostridium. 
 – risk of botulism.
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CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF 
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH WOUNDS

First aid/emergency treatment
Tetanus prophylaxis
Simple burns
Holistic approach
Factors influencing wound healing
Wound bed preparation
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1.1. First aid/ emergency treatment

1.1.1. Assessment
 俵 Patient conditions: 

 – Airway
 – Breathing
 – Circulation
 – Neurological status
 – Physical examination (Head-to-Toe) with brief patient history (including allergies).

 俵 Wound:
 – Assess for ongoing haemorrhage 
 – Assess for risk of complications (e.g. open fracture, foreign body, etc…)
 – Determine immunization status.

1.1.2.What to do
 俵 Patient resuscitation
 俵 Control massive haemorrhages
 俵 Clean the wound and the edge of the wound (NaCl 0,9%, Ringer Lactate or tap water 
if no alternatives) to remove the biggest part of dirty material and debris coming off 
spontaneously.

 俵 Cover the wound with a thick layer of dry compresses, and then put a bandage without 
compression to protect the tissue.

 俵 Administer tetanus prophylaxis (see below for details).

1.1.3.What NOT to do
Do not suture: 

• contaminated wounds (gunshot wounds, wounds due to explosions, traumatic 
wounds, etc…), wounds >6 to 12h old.

• puncture wounds (stabbings) or animal puncture/bite wounds  must remain open, 
even after treatment in the operating room (incision and/or excision to reduce the 
compression of tissue, remove necrotic or contaminated tissue, foreign bodies,...) 
for a delayed primary closure.

The reasons for leaving these wounds open are:
• To permit unrestricted swelling of tissues adjacent to the wound, thereby allowing 

decompression and avoiding ischemia.
• To permit exudation of serum
• To avoid the creation of an anaerobic environment
• As a security measure to ensure that no residual, incompletely excised dead and 

contaminated tissue is contained.
 俵 Do not remove debris, splinters or objects (such as arrows, knives,...) that are not 
coming out spontaneously. You could create more damage, pain or severe bleeding. 
All foreign material will be removed in the operating room.
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1.2. Tetanus prophylaxis

Risk of tetanus disease depends on the type and condition of the wound and on the 
immune status of the patient. 

The following steps should be taken to prevent tetanus:

1. Assess the type of wound and provide appropriate wound care.

Wounds may be clean or contaminated and dirty, superficial or deep and penetrating. 
Dirty wounds pose an increased risk for tetanus. 

All wounds should be cleaned, dirt or foreign material removed, and necrotic tissues 
removed or debrided.

2. Evaluate the origin of the wound(s) and risk of contamination using a careful 
anamnesis.

3. Evaluate the immunization status of the patient: this will determine the choice of 
the post-exposure prophylaxis.

4. Administer the most appropriated post-exposure prophylaxis.

WOUND CLASSIFICATION

Clinical features Tetanus Prone Non-Tetanus Prone

Age of wound > 6 hours ≤ 6 hours

Configuration Stellate, avulsion Linear

Depth > 1 cm ≤ 1 cm

Mechanism of injury Missile, crush, burn, 
frostbite

Sharp surface (glass, knife)

Devitalized tissue Present Absent

Contaminants (dirt, saliva, 
etc.)

Present Absent
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IMMUNIZATION SCHEDULE

History of Tetanus 
Immunization

Dirty, Tetanus-Prone 
Wound

Clean, non-Tetanus-Prone 
Wound

TCV Anti-tetanus 
immunoglobulins TCV Anti-tetanus 

immunoglobulins
Unknown or < 3 doses Yes Yes Yes No

3 or more doses No No No No
Ref: MMWR 60:13, 2011; MMWR 61:468, 2012; MMWR 62:131, 2013 (pregnancy)

In case of wounds at minor risk of tetanus with record of vaccination status and the 
person has been fully vaccinated in the past, a booster dose of toxoid is required only if 
this was more than 10 years ago.

Unvaccinated persons should start and complete a primary series with an age-
appropriate TCV (tetanus toxoid-containing vaccine as DTaP, TdaP, or Td) depending on 
the formulation available in each project.

Persons with unknown or uncertain history of previous prior doses tetanus toxoid-
containing vaccines should be considered to have had no previous tetanus toxoid-
containing vaccine and a primary series should be initiated. This is because earlier 
doses of toxoid may not induce adequate immunity, but only prime the immune system.

Only in case of major risk of tetanus with no record of tetanus vaccination or doubtful 
protection: give the first dose of tetanus toxoid, plus tetanus immunoglobulins.

Dosage:
 – Human anti-tetanus immunoglobulins:

Children and adults: 250 IU as a single dose or 500 IU for wounds more than 24 hours 
old. To be injected IM only.
Inject the vaccine and the immunoglobulins in two different sites, using a separate 
syringe for each. 
In case only equine immunoglobulins are available in the field administration must 
follow leaflet recommendations (as they might vary between manufacturers). 

 – TCV (tetanus toxoid-containing vaccines):

One dose=0,5ml per injection - To be injected IM or SC into the anterolateral part of the 
thigh or the deltoid muscle.
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Each person should receive a vaccination card and must be instructed to return at 4 
weeks and then 6 months afterwards to receive respectively the 2nd and 3rd dose of  TCV .
 
For more details about degree and duration of protection following tetanus vaccination:  
MSF clinical guidelines.

1.3. Simple burns

Burn patients have the same priorities as other trauma patients.

1.3.1.Assess:
 俵 Airway
 俵 Breathing: beware of inhalation and rapid airway compromise  
(check of soot)

 俵 Circulation: fluid replacement
 俵 Disability: compartment syndrome
 俵 Exposure: percentage burn surface

1.3.2.Essential management points:
 俵 Stop the burning
 俵 ABCDE
 俵 Determine the percentage of burned surface (Rule of 9)
 俵 Good IV access and early fluid replacement

The severity of the burn is determined by:

Simple Severe

Burned surface < 9% ≥ 9%

Depth of burn 1st or 2nd degree -

Location -
Special regions: face, hands, feet, 

perineum, genitals

Patient age -
Any burn in the very young, the elderly 
or in case of pre-burns comorbidities

Other considerations -
Circumferential burns

Inhalation injury
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First aid and preventive treatment

 俵 If the patient arrives at the health facility without having been given first aid, drench 
the burn thoroughly with cool water to prevent further damage and remove all 
burned clothing when not excessively adhered into the wound.

 俵 If the burned area is limited, immerse the site in cold water for 30 minutes to reduce 
pain and oedema and to minimize tissue damage. Elevation of the burned limb can 
also relief the pain.

 俵 If the area of the burn is large, after it has been showered with cold water, apply clean 
wraps around the burned area (or the whole patient) to prevent systemic heat loss 
and hypothermia.

 俵 Hypothermia is a particular risk in young children
 俵 First 6 hours following injury are critical: transport the patient with severe burns to a 
hospital as soon as possible.

 俵 In all cases, administer tetanus prophylaxis
 俵 Assess and treat pain as by pain management protocol
 俵 Patient with simple burns but presence of influencing factors (see Chapter 2) such as 
comorbidities, specific medications, psychological/social specific conditions, in need 
of intensive care or with increased risk of infection should be seen by a clinician.

 俵 If specific protocols and material for treating burns are available, the health care 
worker should opt for the most appropriate care.

1.4. Holistic approach

‘You need to treat the whole patient and not just the hole in the 
patient’.

      (Dowsett & Newton, 2005)

The healing process is the result of a complex interaction between the patient and 
wound-related factors, the treatment used, and the skills and knowledge of healthcare 
professionals. Thus, wound management requires a holistic approach. 

This wound care protocol mainly focuses on aspects related to the wound. Nevertheless, 
the other factors that can influence wound healing should also be taken into account to 
ensure optimal wound healing.
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1.5. Factors influencing wound healing

Patient related
Pathology, comorbidity, malnutrition, 
allergy, medication, psychosocial 
aspects, pain, coping

Wound related

Type, size (surface and depth), wound 
bed condition, ischemia, oedema,  
infection, anatomical site, treatment 
response

Health care professional 
related

Skills, knowledge and  
multidisciplinary care (nurse, doctor, 
physiotherapist,…), supervision

Resources/treatment 
related 

Availability of material, suitability, 
effectiveness

     Environmental related Hygiene, cold / hot weather, humidity
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1.5.1.Patient related factors
Any factor that weakens the patient, impairs the immune resistance or reduces tissue 
perfusion, e.g.:

 – Comorbidities
• Malnutrition/cachexia
• Immunodeficiency status
• Autoimmune disorders (e.g. rheumatoid arthritis)
• Diabetes mellitus
• Hypoxia/poor tissue oxygenation (e.g. due to anaemia, arterial/cardiac/

respiratory  disease, peripheral vascular disease,  ageing, diabetes, 
ischemia)

• Malignancy
• Medical problem causing oedema.

 – Pain
 – Nutrition and hydration
 – Medication: e.g. corticosteroids, cytotoxic agents, immunosuppressant drugs
 – Psychosocial factors: e.g. hospitalisation/institutionalisation, poor personal 

hygiene, unhealthy lifestyle choices; (e.g. excess alcohol consumption, tobacco 
smoking, lack of exercise, …).

 – Patient environment: patient hospitalized in critical care ward (intensive care unit).

1.5.2.Wound related factors
Wounds at increased risk of infection:

 – Any wound with a traumatic origin (involving contaminated materials)
 – Trauma with delayed treatment
 – Contaminated surgery (cfr. Altemeier score; see table 1)
 – Long operative procedure (cfr. Length of intervention; see table 2)
 – Diabetic foot wound
 – Anatomically situated near a site of potential contamination, e.g. anal area, groins, 

deep skinfolds.
 – Presence of β-haemolytic streptococci
 – Age (neonates and age above 60 years).
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Table 1 - Altemeier Classification
Contamination class of the surgical intervention:

Type of Surgery      Selection Criteria        Examples

Class I
Clean surgery

 – Without opening the gastroin-
testinal tract

 – No evidence of injury or probable 
inflammation

 – Simple hernia
 – Scheduled caesarean not 
in labour

Class II
Clean-contami-
nated surgery

 – Opening of gastrointestinal tract 
with minor contamination

 – Minor breach of asepsis

 – Appendectomy
 – Scheduled caesarean in 
labour

 – Urgent caesarean

Class III
Contaminated 
surgery

 – Significant contamination by 
intestinal contents

 – Major breach of asepsis
 – Recent traumatic wound less 
than 4 hours old

 – Genitourinary or biliary tract 
open with infected bile or urine

 – Strangulated hernia with 
intestinal resection

Class IV
Dirty surgery

 – Traumatic wound more than 4 
hours old and/or with devitalised 
tissues

 – Faecal contamination
 – Foreign body
 – Perforated viscera
 – Acute bacterial inflammation 
without pus.

 – Presence of pus

 – Peritonitis

 ⇒ At enhanced risk = class III and IV
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Table 2 - Length of surgical procedure

Percentile 75 as a function of the type of intervention (examples)

More than one hour
 – appendectomy
 – amputation
 – caesarean 

More than two hours

 – cholecystectomy
 – abdominal or vaginal hysterectomy
 – laparotomy
 – hernia
 – breast surgery

More than three hours

 – colon, gastric, iliac surgery
 – nephrectomy
 – joint prosthesis
 – vascular surgery

More than four hours
 – prostate
 – neurosurgery
 – surgery of the biliary tract, liver, pancreas

More than five hours  – cardiac surgery
 – coronary bypass

 – Low risk: length of intervention equal to or less than percentile 75 of the distribution of 
the length of this intervention in the general population.

 – Enhanced risk: length of intervention greater than percentile 75 of this distribution.
Should be based on the specific standards of the project!
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1.5.3.Health care professional related factors
Training is needed for all relevant health professionals so that they have the basic 
knowledge and skills to evaluate, initiate and perform wound care in a standardized and 
systematic way.

1.5.4.Resources/treatment related factors
Specific material is needed to perform  wound care activities and health care workers 
must know how to use it. 
Supply chain, stock management and end-user-pharmacy supervision are capital  to 
avoid out-of-stock of  items or unsuitable storage conditions. 

1.5.5.Environmental related factors
Hygiene is a big challenge in many of the countries where MSF works. Health structures 
are often not answering to minimum standards and compromises are too easily made . 
Moreover, climate conditions (e.g. temperature and humidity) are sometimes also 
affecting the wound healing process and it could happen that the effectiveness of 
products is heavily reduced (like the capacity of a dressing to stick on the skin).

1.6. Wound bed preparation

The overall goal of the wound bed preparation (WBP) is to create an optimal wound 
healing environment with a balance of moisture to produce a well-vascularized, stable 
wound bed and wound edges.

1.6.1.Wound healing in moist environment
Production of exudate is part of the body’s response to tissue damage. Creating a 
moisture balance at the wound interface is essential for wound healing. 

Wound healing must be seen as a biological process and it must be remembered that in 
humans all biological processes take place in a moist environment as our body consists 
of nearly 70% water. 

A moist environment reduces the risk of infection, and stimulates granulation and 
epithelialisation. Acute wound exudate contains both proteolytic enzymes (to clean up 
the wound) and growth factors (to stimulate the cleaning and de proliferation of the 
necessary cells of the wound bed (granulation tissue).
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Excessive wetness must be prevented because it increases the risk of maceration, 
which can delay wound healing. 

Drying out of the wound must also be avoided because it forms a dry crust which is a 
mechanical barrier for granulation and epidermal migration. 
The epithelial cells have to find their way between the viable moist wound bed and the 
dry, non-viable crust. In dry wounds, the formation of new tissue is delayed, the tissue is 
less stable and pain is enhanced.

1.6.2.TIME-D principle
The concept of wound bed preparation can be implemented using the TIME-D principle 
that focuses on the 5 main components of WBP: Tissue viability, Infection prevention and 
management, Moisture balance, the epithelial (Edges) advancement of the wound and 
treatment of underlying Diseases.

By using the TIME-D principle, barriers to healing can be identified and a plan of care to 
remove these barriers and to promote healing can be implemented.

In our wound care protocol the TIME-D principle is used as a tool for evaluating the 
wound and for subsequently choosing the appropriate wound care action.

TISSUE viability                                       Does the wound contain viable or dead tissue?

 – A wound can heal only if the wound bed contains viable tissue
 – Non-viable and/or deficient tissue promotes the proliferation of micro-organisms 

and is a mechanical barrier to wound healing.
 – Non-viable, deficient tissue and foreign material (including necrotic tissue, fibrin, 

slough and debris, adherent dressing material, biofilm) needs to be removed (e.g. 
by debridement).

 – Viable tissue (granulation and epithelialization tissue ) needs to be protected and 
-if necessary- hydrated.

INFECTION prevention and management                           Are there signs of infection?

 – It is of great importance to distinguish between normal acute inflammation (the 
body’s normal response to injury) and infection.

 – Infection should be prevented or treated
 – Assess the need for topical antiseptics and/or systemic antibiotics.
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MOISTURE balance                 Does the wound produce too little or too much exudate?           

 – Moisture balance should be achieved in order to encourage healing. 
 – Evaluate the amount, type and odour of the exudate.
 – Appropriate choice of dressing should add or absorb moisture to preserve the 

moisture balance.
 – The cause of excessive exudate should be investigated: inspect for “I” (inflammation 

/ infection) and/or oedema.

EDGES                                          Is the epidermis able to cover the granulation tissue? 

 – Assessment of the wound edges and the condition of the periwound skin  
( = the skin within 4 cm of the wound edge as well as any skin under the dressing): 
is the wound contracting and is epithelialization progressing?

 – As the epithelialization progresses the wound edges should be healthy, free of 
maceration, necrotic tissue and crusts.

 – Properly evaluate and execute all actions associated with T, I and M. 
 – Ensure contact between the dressing and the wound bed, prevent/treat maceration, 

debride wound edges.
 – Be careful when removing dressing materials to avoid additional damage.
 – If necessary, surgical techniques may be used to close the wound.

Disease                                        Is there any underlying disease that needs treatment? 

 – To emphasise the importance of managing the comorbidities (diseases) of 
the patient during treatment of the wound, the acronym “TIME” is extended to 
“TIME-D”.
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Table  3-  Illustration wound bed preparation according to the TIME principles

Observation Consequence Aim

T = Tissue non-
viable or deficient

Necrosis, fibrin, 
debris, foreign 
material

Barrier for wound 
healing process, 
place for infection, 
exacerbates 
inflammatory 
response

Viable wound base

I = Infection

Prolonged 
inflammation phase, 
oedema, redness 
and pain at edges, 
↑ exudate, ↑odour, 
discoloration of 
surface, purulent 
drainage, …

Barrier for wound 
healing process

Bacterial balance 
and reduced 
inflammation 

M = Moisture 
imbalance

Dehydration: no or too 
little exudate with dry 
wound bed
Too much exudate 
with maceration of 
wound edges

Delayed wound 
contraction and 
epithelialization

Moisture balance

E = Edge of the 
wound, non-
advancing or 
undermining

Prolonged 
inflammation phase, 
wound size not 
decreasing over time, 
irritation of wound 
edges

Failure of migration 
of the epidermal 
cells across the 
wound bed

Advancing of 
wound edges
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CHAPTER 2 - PATIENT WITH WOUNDS: 
ASSESSMENT AND PREPARATION OF THE 
PATIENT

Pain management in wound care
Nutrition and hydration
Influencing factors

 – Comorbidities and/or medical condition of the patient
 – Medications
 – Psychological condition, body image and psychosocial  

factors
 – Patient admitted in critical care ward
 – Increased risk of infection
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2.1. Pain management in wound care

Wounds can be painful, especially when they are new, infected or granulating. Wounds 
located in areas exposed to pressure, friction or frequent movement may also be more 
painful.

Dressing changes can be associated with significant pain. Frequent dressing changes 
may increase wound sensitivity and levels of background pain, especially when 
debridement or scrubbing is necessary. Wound pain is also affected by choice of 
dressing materials and cleansing products.

Unrelieved pain affects the wound healing process. Inhibition of deep breathing may 
lead to impaired tissue oxygenation and generalised vasoconstriction associated 
with severe pain leads to impaired tissue perfusion. Both factors impair healing and 
predispose to infection. Untreated wound pain also increases the likelihood of a patient 
developing a chronic pain condition.

Effective management of wound pain includes attention to wound care, positioning of 
the affected body part, rest and immobilisation or controlled mobilisation, avoidance of 
environmental stresses and the use of analgesic medication.

Before applying a dressing on a wound it is important to assess the background pain 
due to the wound and anticipate the pain generated during the wound care procedure.

Assessment of pain

It is helpful to understand the location, timing and intensity of a patient’s pain, as well 
as aggravating and relieving factors. Wound pain can be classified as background pain 
that may be intermittent or continuous, incident pain that is often associated with 
mobilisation, coughing etc. and procedural pain associated with dressing changes or 
debridement. Procedural pain may persist for several hours after a dressing change. 
Each type of pain requires a different approach to treatment.

Systematic use of a pain scoring tool to quantify and record pain severity allows 
to evaluate the success of analgesic and wound care choices. The choice of the tool 
depends on patient age and individual circumstances, but it is important that both 
patient and clinician/care giver understand how it is used and interpreted. 
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Examples of pain scoring tools (see technical sheets 1,2,3)

Infants  
2 - 12 months 

Neonatal Facial Coding System (NFCS 
Scale)

Children 1-4 years 
(and patients unable to communicate 
their pain)

EVENDOL scale

Children ≥ 5 years and adults              
Self-assessment method: 
- Simple Verbal Scale 1-5 (SVS)
- Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)

  
A pain scoring tool should be used to assess background and incident pain, as well as 
pain before, during and after a dressing change. It is recommended to continue with 
the same scale once used to ensure consistency in pain management strategy and 
documentation. 

Assessment should also consider the characteristics of the wound and the patient’s indi-
vidual circumstances, medical history and behaviour.

Management of pain

Non-pharmacological approaches to wound pain should always be considered.

 – Elevation or splinting of a wounded extremity 
 – rest and stress less environment
 – Careful mobilization
 – Physiotherapy (may assist mobilisation)
 – Explain the procedure to reduce anxiety and fear; presence of parent
 – Simple relaxation techniques
 – “Pauses” during the procedure
 – Shift from a dry to a moist environment
 – Hydrating the surrounding skin
 – If dressing sticks to the tissue ⇒ take time to remove, avoid tearing fragile tissues. 

Use lots of NaCl 0.9% to moisten the dressing!

Drug treatment of wound pain should follow the same step-wise approach described by 
the WHO Pain Ladder.  
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Significant background pain should be treated with, oral analgesia that is given 
at regularly scheduled intervals. Background pain is usually mild or moderate in 
intensity and can often be managed with non-opioid analgesics. For example, regular 
paracetamol, alone or combined with a regular non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 
(NSAID) is a very effective combination.

Incident or breakthrough pain can be treated with intermittent doses of a rapidly-
acting analgesic, as required. This may be paracetamol or a NSAID, if they are not 
already prescribed regularly, or a weak opioid e.g. codeine or tramadol. If incident pain 
is associated with specific activities, a dose of breakthrough analgesia can be given 
pre-emptively.

Procedural pain may be severe and is very severe in some patients, requiring a weak or 
strong opioid in addition to non-opioid analgesia. It should be anticipated and managed 
pre-emptively. It is important to allow adequate time for analgesia to take effect before 
starting the procedure and to ensure the procedure is completed during the period of 
peak analgesic effect. Some patients experience increased pain for several hours after a 
dressing change, which should be considered. A NSAID such as ibuprofen or diclofenac 
often provides effective, post-procedural pain relief. 

Some patients, particularly those with longstanding wounds and significant pain 
may suffer from a combination of nociceptive and neuropathic, or chronic, pain. In 
this situation, adjuvant drugs such as tricyclic antidepressants (amitriptylline) or 
anticonvulsants (carbamazepine, gabapentin) may improve symptoms and quality of life 
if prescribed regularly.

For the general principles of pain management refer to the MSF Clinical Guidelines Diag-
nosis and Treatment Manual  and the MSF Neonatal Care guideline and to technical sheet 
4 that summarizes the pain management and the action time of analgesics.

2.1.1.Monitor and record keeping
It is helpful to maintain a record of the patient’s symptoms and pain scores, alongside a 
record of the pain treatment used. Patients with problematic pain may require a variety 
of approaches and analgesic regimens to be tried, which can be compared using  a 
pain scoring tool. Moderate or severe pain recorded during or after a procedure should 
prompt a review of the treatment used.
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2.2. Nutrition and hydration

Good nutrition and hydration have an essential role in wound healing. During the healing 
process, the body needs increased amounts of calories, proteins and vitamins. Proper 
hydration is important for wound care as it assists in every stage of wound healing. 

The wound healing process needs proteins, sugars, fats, vitamins (especially A, B, C, 
E and K), minerals and trace elements (especially iron, copper, zinc and manganese). 
Malnourished patients or patients with dietary imbalances have a higher risk of wound 
infection and often experience chronic non-healing wounds with decreased tensile 
strength. 

On the other hand, big and/or infected wounds need higher nutritional intake to 
regenerate lost tissues or to face infection processes with a consequent increase of 
energy and particular nutrient consumption, especially protein and calories. If nutrients 
intake is not consistent to the needs, potential risks are delayed wound healing and 
prolonged catabolic phase with consequent protein-energy malnutrition status. 

Dehydration has also a negative impact in wound healing. Dehydrated skin becomes 
inelastic, fragile and more susceptible to breakdown (Thomas, 2001). Dehydration can 
reduce tissue perfusion at the wound site by reducing the blood volume, limiting the 
supply of oxygen and nutrients. Drainage from a wound (exudate) can be a major source 
of fluid loss.

Patients with dietary imbalances need nutrition therapy and 
dehydrated patients need to be rehydrated in order to enable the 
wound(s) to heal.
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Assessing a patient’s nutritional status

It is essential to know whether the patient is  well nourished or suffers from some degree 
of acute malnutrition as well as to plan the appropriate nutritional support.

This assessment is made up of:

 – anthropometric measurements
 – assessment for oedema  
 – dietary history plus food security assessment.

For detailed guidance on how to do this nutritional assessment, please refer to the 
following documents:

For adults: 
 – Nutritional Support & Enteral Feeding for Adult in Intensive Care Unit or Surgery 

Ward  MSFOCB.
 – Protocol for Malnutrition in Teenagers and Adults MSFOCB
 – Protocol for Nutrition support and Malnutrition treatment in Pregnant and lactating 

Women MSFOCB.

For children: 
 – Nutritional and Medical Protocol for Treatment of Severe Malnutrition – Inpatient 

Children from 6 months to 10 years  MSFOCB.
 – Nutritional and Medical Protocol for Treatment of Severe Malnutrition – outpatient 

Children from 6 to 10 years  MSFOCB .
 – MSF HIV/TB Clinical Guide. 

All patients with big or complicated wounds (extensive gap of tissue, not healing and/
or signs of infection and presence of comorbidities) need to have this nutritional status 
assessment. If a patient is found to suffer from moderate or acute malnutrition, he  
should be referred to a nutrition service and started on treatment as per protocol in the 
wound care providing health facility providing the wound care. 

However, in keeping in mind the holistic wound care approach, patients with a normal 
nutritional status must not be forgotten. They still need nutrition counselling and regular 
follow-up to ensure they do not deteriorate from a nutritional perspective. 

Furthermore, it is likely there is a group of patients “at risk of acute malnutrition”. 
They may be close to a BMI/MUAC cut-off for acute malnutrition or have severe food 
insecurity at home. 
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These patients need close follow-up and although there is currently no evidence about 
the best form of treatment, it is wise to be proactive and consider supplementation 
either with RUSF, RUTF or fortified flour such as supercereal, on a case-by-case basis.
Be aware that overweight patients can also be undernourished even if they have a high 
BMI.

Nutrition counselling

There are a number of tools available for nutritional counselling. The list below covers 
the essential topics:          

 – Importance of nutrition in aiding wound recovery (diagram  above)
 – Identification of locally available food sources and more importantly, what can the 

patient actually access (money, transport, time, etc.) ?
 – Identification of specific conditions impacting intake (e.g. painful mouth from 

ulcers, nausea, gastro-oesophageal reflux, etc.)
 – Nutritional needs according to comorbidities (e.g. hypertension, diabetes, renal 

disease, etc.)
 – Meal planning (guided by daily energy needs)
 – Hygiene in food preparation
 – Linkage to community support and opportunities for economic strengthening
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The table below gives some guidance on treatment/care options for the different groups. 
This can be adapted to the context and in discussion with the medical team to the most 
feasible for the project. 

Nutritional Status

Hospitalised
(for wound care or wound 
care is a major reason for 

hospitalisation)

Outpatient wound care 
follow-up

Normal

Nutrition counselling
Regular anthropometric 
assessment (weekly)
Meal plans (see protocols above)

Nutrition counselling
Regular anthropometric 
assessment (weekly)

At risk of acute 
malnutrition

Nutrition counselling
Regular anthropometric 
assessment (weekly)
Monitored meal times (to assess 
intake/feeding difficulties)
Meal plans (see protocols above)
Consider supplementation if 
there is difficulty with oral intake

Nutrition counselling
Regular anthropometric 
assessment (weekly)
Consider supplementation if 
there is difficulty with oral intake 
or significant food insecurity in 
the household

Moderate acute 
malnutrition

Treat as SAM – inpatient 
malnutrition protocol

Treat as SAM – outpatient 
malnutrition protocol

Severe acute 
malnutrition Inpatient malnutrition protocol Outpatient malnutrition protocol
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2.3. Influencing factors

The wound should not be treated in isolation but in the context of the patient’s overall 
wellbeing. 

Before deciding on any wound action, products and materials, the clinician must 
undertake and document a holistic assessment of the patient. This should include 
an assessment of his/her comorbidities, any medications the patient is receiving and 
psychological and psychosocial factors.

             Comorbidities and/or medical condition of the patient

Wound healing needs a good functioning of the blood circulation, metabolism, respiratory 
system and immune system. Any disease or condition that hinders partially or completely 
these physiological processes will affect the healing of the wound.

Examples

 – Vascular insufficiency and other circulatory disorders leading to reduced blood 
flow and/or to poor tissue oxygenation (oxygen is essential for cell metabolism and 
critical to all wound-healing processes; reduced blood flow hinders cell, nutrient 
and oxygen transport to the wound bed): e.g. atherosclerosis, chronic venous 
insufficiency, peripheral vascular disease, hypovolemia.

 – Metabolic diseases: e.g. renal insufficiency, (poorly controlled) diabetes mellitus    
(⇒ peripheral vascular disease, neuropathy, impaired transport of vitamin C 
leading to impaired collagen synthesis and inferior connective tissue, impaired 
functioning of immune and inflammatory cells,… ⇒ increased risk of wound 
infection, decreased potential for wound healing masking indicators of wound 
infection such as inflammation, pain and discomfort).

 – Lung diseases (oxygen is essential for cell metabolism and critical to all 
wound-healing processes): e.g. COPD, cystic fibrosis.

 – Disorders associated with a reduced activity, immobility, impaired sensory 
perception, neurological and motoric deficits: e.g. paralyzed patients, 
cerebrovascular accident, multiple sclerosis.

 – Impaired immune responses due to age (neonates and the elderly are at particular 
risk of delayed wound healing and wound infection).

 – Connective tissue diseases: e.g. rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma.

 – Diseases in which the immune system is suppressed: e.g. HIV-AIDS.

 – Oncologic diseases: can lead to a debilitated physical condition.
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⇒ Associated comorbidities need to be addressed in order to  enable 
the wound(s) to heal

Medications

Certain drugs negatively affect the wound-healing process. In all cases, liaise with the 
prescriber to analyse risks and benefits before stopping or modifying prescriptions.

Examples

 – Anti-inflammatory medication: corticosteroids (local and systemic) and NSAIDs 
(in case of long term use):  counteract inflammation and thus interfere with the 
first stage of wound healing. Next to it corticosteroids have also a direct impact on 
fibroblasts leading to an impaired collagen formation. 

 – Antibiotics: might reduce the wound’s tensile strength, impeding final wound 
closure.

 – Antiplatelet drugs: some of them can lead to prolonged bleeding and deficient 
coagulation and thus interfere with first stage of wound healing.

 – Immunosuppressant drugs: immunosuppression, consequent weakening of the 
patient and increased risk of superinfection.

 – Chemotherapeutic drugs: are used to stop the growth of rapidly dividing cancer 
cells, but most of them also delay the cell division in other rapidly dividing tissues, 
such as the skin. In addition, they weaken the patient’s immune functions, thereby 
impeding the inflammatory phase of wound healing and increasing the risk of 
wound infection.

⇒ For each patient, it should be checked whether the benefits of 
these drugs outweigh the negative impact on wound healing. If 
cessation is not advisable it is important that both the patient and the 
wound(s) are carefully monitored and reassessed in a timely manner.
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Psychological condition, body image and psychosocial factors

 – Factors such as stress and anxiety may adversely affect the wound healing.
 – Adequate sleep and rest are important for an optimal cellular metabolism and a 

good wound healing. 
 – Good personal hygiene is necessary for an optimal wound healing.

⇒ Psychological condition, body image and psychosocial factors 
need to be taken into account/optimized in order to promote wound 
healing.  

⇒ Anthropological considerations should be assessed in particular 
contexts where witchcraft is part of the local culture. Sometimes 
wounds (especially tropical chronic ulcers) are seen by the 
community as a punishment or malediction. 

Patient admitted in critical care ward

 – Patient admitted in ICU level 2 and 3, are more at risk of having a longer or 
more complicate wound healing process, due to their critical conditions and a 
consequent immunity weakness.

⇒ ICU patients need to be monitored and treated with particular 
attention and precaution in order to early identify local or systemic 
signs of infection
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Increased risk of infection

 – Any wound with a traumatic origin (involving contaminated materials)
 – Contaminated surgery (cfr. Altemeier score; see table 1)
 – Long operative procedure (cfr. Length of intervention; see table 2)
 – Trauma with delayed treatment
 – Diabetic foot wound
 – Anatomically situated near a site of potential contamination, e.g. anal area, groins, 

deep skinfolds.
 – Presence of β-haemolytic streptococci
 – Age (neonates and age above 60 years).

⇒ All wounds that are at increased risk of infection should be treated  
as a wound with signs of infection during the first treatment
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CHAPTER 3 - WOUND: ASSESSMENT AND 
CARE

Tissue viability
Infection prevention and management
Moisture balance
Edges
Diseases
Fixation / cover

Annex 3.1 - Hypergranulation
Annex 3.2 - External fixator
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In order to perform a correct wound cleansing and care, the wound must be carefully 
observed and evaluated. Based on this evaluation we will decide which action(s) should 
be taken and which dressing material we have to apply. This process is guided by the 
TIME principle that focuses on the 5 main components of WOUND BED PREPARATION: 

TIME

T Tissue viability

I Infection prevention and management

M Moisture balance

E Edges

D Diseases

Before starting any action, the whole TIME assessment of the wound 
must be completed.

Each step of the assessment has an impact on the decision of each 
action.

The removal of the previous dressing covering a wound needs to 
be done carefully (see Chapter 5 for the specific technique). When 
fragile new granulation and/or epithelialization tissue starts to 
develop, a too strong detachment of the dressing can nullify all the 
improvements already achieved.
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3.1. Tissue viability

 T of TIME-D

The observation of the type of tissue present in a wound is one of the factors to be taken 
in consideration for choosing the technique for the cleaning and the type of product in 
the dressing phase.

Some tissues (necrosis and fibrin) need a more “aggressive” approach with a direct 
mechanical action (from mechanical cleansing with simple gauze compresses to more 
invasive procedures like surgical debridement) because of their thickness or resistance 
and negative effects on the underlying cells. On the contrary, other tissues (granulation 
and epithelialization) are signs of a good healing process. Due to their fragility they need 
to be protected as much as possible from any direct mechanical or chemical action 
during the phases of cleaning, covering and dressing removal.

Another very important information to be collected and registered is the size of the 
wound. The positive or negative evolution of the healing process is also defined by the 
reduction or not of the wound dimensions. This information can influence the decision to 
be taken on the treatment.  

Type of tissue

Sutured wound
Suturing is used to promote primary 
healing. It realigns tissue layers and 
holds the skin edges together until 
sufficient healing occurs to withstand 
stress without mechanical support. 
When wounds are completely sutured, 
internal tissues are not visible on 
the wound surface and are rapidly 
physically protected from external 
injuring mechanisms and germs.

              
Picture 1 – Sutured wound
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Granulation
During the proliferation phase of the wound healing 
process, a new connective tissue with microscopic 
blood vessels starts to grow from the base of the 
wound. This new tissue will fill the whole wound and 
will be the base for the migration of epithelial cells 
resulting in wound closure.  

Healthy granulation tissue is light red or dark pink 
in colour because of its abundant vascularization. It 
is soft and moist, granular in appearance and a good 
indicator of wound  healing.

Picture 2 – Granulated wound

Epithelialization
New epithelial cells start migrating across the 
granulation tissue in order to form a barrier 
between the wound and the environment. These 
cells usually begin their proliferation at wound 
edges and from the adnexa (such as hair follicles, 
sweat glands, and sebaceous glands) and the 
covering will move from there to the wound centre. 
At the beginning, epithelial cells are very fragile 
and need to be protected and preserved. They have 
a pink pearly appearance and form first an almost 
invisible film. If rubbed, they will detach from the 
granulation tissue.

Picture 3 – Epithelialization tissue

Fibrinous tissue
Accumulation of fibrin can generate a yellowish fibrinous tissue. Fibrin is a protein 
formed by the action of the protease thrombin on fibrinogen. With platelets it forms a 

haemostatic plug or clot over a wound site. Fibrin 
can usually be removed with high pressure rinsing 
or with a simple mechanical cleansing with sterile 
gauze compresses or by scraping with a metallic 
instrument, especially when the thickness is limited 
and the wound is humid or wet. However, dry and 
thicker fibrinous tissues could be more complicated 
to manage, needing more advanced procedures. As 
for necrotic tissue, a fibrinous layer over the wound 
bed impedes the normal healing process.

Picture 4 – Fibrinous tissue
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Necrosis

Necrosisis the consequence of devitalisation and 
death of tissue cells due to different reasons 
and can easily delay wound healing and put the 
patient’s life at risk. Necrotic tissues can be dry, 
thick and strongly attached to the underlying layer 
or more moist, loose and stringy in appearance. 

The presence of necrotic tissue in a wound 
prevents the normal healing process and can hide 
or cause  infection.

Picture 5 – Necrotic tissue

Visible supporting structures

While assessing the wound bed tissue, it is 
important to recognize supporting structures that 
are visible in the wound. Tendons, bones, fascia, 
joint capsules, etc…are examples of structures 
not to be confused with other types of tissues and 
should be correctly protected and treated.

Picture 6 – Wound with exposed 
tendonds

Hypergranulation
Hypergranulation is the excess of granulation tissue, beyond the amount required to 
replace the tissue deficit. The production of granulation tissue continues beyond the 

height of the epithelium surface / periwound skin 
resulting in a raised mass (or peduncle) in excess of 
the wound itself. Because epithelial cells are unable 
to grow over this raised tissue, epithelialization will  
stop.

Annex 3.1 gives more background information 
about causes and treatment of
 hypergranulation.

Picture 7 – External fixator with hyper-
granulation around pin sites
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Size of the wound

Accurate and objective wound measurement is a vital component of wound management 
and it should be part of routine practices.

Aside from the type of tissue (necrosis, fibrin, granulation, epithelialization, 
hypergranulation, visible structures), the depth, length and width (together with the 
shape) of the wound should be evaluated and described.

Measuring a wound at the start of treatment is seen as best practice to enable accurate 
assessment of the impact of the intervention. Subsequent measuring can identify 
whether or not a wound is failing to heal or deteriorating.

A wound that decreases with 30-40% in 2 to 3 weeks is considered as healing.

The size of a wound can be measured using different methods, with different levels of 
accuracy and complexity.

With a simple disposable paper ruler (many examples are available on internet) it is 
possible to assess the three main dimensions: length, width and depth.

Clock method

The “clock method” is the most common and easiest way for linear 
measurement of a wound. 

Imagine the head of the patient is at 12:00 on the clock and the feet 
at  6:00:

 – length is measured by placing the ruler at the point of greatest length or from 
12:00 to 6:00 (vertical axis);

 – width is measured by placing the ruler at the point of greatest width or from 9:00 
to 3:00 (horizontal axis).

The wound depth is the difference between the deepest part of the wound and the skin 
level. It can be measured using one of the sterile instruments such as forceps or peans 
already present in the dressing set.

Undermining and tunnelling parts of wound should be measured too and documented 
in the patient file for a complete follow-up of the healing process.
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Acetate tracing

A specific technique for monitoring the evolution of the wound for both size and shape is 
the “acetate tracing”. It requires a transparent acetate sheet and a permanent marker. 
The shape of the wound is simply retraced on the sheet and then it will be possible 
to easily measure length and width with a ruler and the area using a graph paper. 
Each tracing in a sequence is easy to compare with the others and tracing is relatively 
unobtrusive for the patient. Tracings can be immediately stored in the patient’s records.

A huge attention must be put on the side of the acetate paper that is in contact with the 
wound: as it will get contaminated by the wound it will be necessary to disinfect it using 
an appropriate technique. 

An alternate solution would be to use the sterile blister of the dressing on the wound and 
draw on its non-sterile side.

Photography

This is an easy way of charting wound progression but it requires many conditions to be 
in place:

 – the patient has to give his verbal consent: patient’s willingness and sensitivity  
need always to be  respected, especially when wounds are located in private body 
areas; 

 – all pictures have to be taken with the same technique: from the same distance, 
possibly the same camera, patient in the same position, perpendicular to the 
middle of the lesion, etc…;

 – pictures have to include the patient identification number, a ruler (for proportion) 
and the date when they were taken;

 – the use of the camera has to respect of hygiene precautions to avoid contaminations 
and cross infections.

Some specific software or smartphone/tablet applications could include a measuring 
tool. 
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3.2. Infection prevention and management 

 I of TIME-D

The microbial bioburden in a wound can range from contamination, colonization and 
critical colonization to ultimately local and systemic infection if not appropriately 
controlled.

Contamination 
All wounds contain micro-organisms. If suitable nutritive and physical conditions are 
not available for each microbial species, or they are not able to successfully evade host 
defences, they will not multiply or persist. Their presence is only transient and wound 
healing is not delayed: they do not cause clinical problems and there will be no signs of 
infection.

Colonization
Micro-organisms multiply but they do not cause damage to the host, wound healing is 
not delayed and there will be no signs of infection.

Critical colonization (covert infection)
Micro-organisms multiply to the extent that healing is impaired. It may also mean that 
biofilm communities are present in the wound bed. As this stage is rather difficult to 
visualize, many authors tend to rule it out.

Infection 
Micro-organisms multiply, healing is disrupted and wound tissues are damaged (local 
infection). 
Micro-organisms may spread from the wound, causing problems in the nearby healthy 
tissue (spreading infection, e.g. cellulitis and erythema).
Micro-organisms may also cause infection throughout the body (systemic infection, with 
systemic inflammatory response, sepsis and organ dysfunction).

As first step, wounds (or patients with wounds) should be classified in one 
of the following categories:

– Healing wound and no signs of infection

– Non-healing wound and/or signs of infection

– Surgical foreign object in the wound (e.g. drain, external fixator pin site) 

– Patient hospitalized in ICU

– Wound at increased risk of infection

• Any wound with a traumatic origin (involving contaminated materials)
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• Contaminated surgery (cfr. Altemeier score)

• Long operative procedure

• Trauma with delayed treatment

• Diabetic foot wound

• Anatomically situated near a site of potential contamination, e.g. anal 
area, groins, deep skinfolds

• Presence of β-haemolytic streptococci

• Age (neonates and age above 60 years)

– Patient with comorbidity 

• Malnutrition/cachexia

• Immunodeficiency status

• Autoimmune disorders; rheumatoid arthritis

• Diabetes mellitus

• Hypoxia/poor tissue oxygenation (e.g. due to anaemia, arterial/cardiac/
respiratory disease, peripheral vascular disease, ageing, diabetes, 
ischemia)

• Malignancy

• Medical problem causing oedema

The decision to apply an antiseptic or not or to start a systemic 
antibiotic or not will be taken based on this classification.

Healing wound and no signs of infection

It is of great importance to distinguish between normal acute inflammation (the body’s 
normal response to injury) and infection. 

Because wound infection hampers the wound healing process it has to be prevented or 
treated as soon as possible.
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Prevention can be done by:

 – using aseptic dressing technique;
 – appropriate cleansing of the wound and – if necessary – debridement;
 – protecting the wound against contamination.

The effectivity of any actions to improve T, M and/or E will be nullified if (increased risk 
of) infection is not managed.

For a healing wound without signs of infection there is no need to 
use an antiseptic. 

Most of the time cleansing with normal saline is enough.

Non-healing wound and/or signs of infection

Wound infection: case definition
The following case definition can be used as guidance during diagnosis, reporting and 
analysis of data. However, the symptoms mentioned further in this chapter should also 
be kept in mind while observing a wound.

The wound is infected if one or more of the following criteria are present:

– Symptoms of infection: pain or tenderness, localized swelling, redness 
or heat/fever(> 38°C), modification of the granulation tissue from nice red 
and firm to pale and friable, spontaneous dehiscence (bursting open) of the 
surgical wound and diagnosis of wound infection is made by the surgeon or 
another physician;

– Purulent discharge the wound;

– Abscess formation;

– Stagnated wound healing and diagnosis of wound infection is made by the 
surgeon or another physician;

– Positive culture of tissue or fluid from the wound.
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Clinical assessment and investigations
As stated before the clinician has to distinguish signs and symptoms of inflammation 
related to normal physiological healing from those related to excessive inflammation 
caused by underlying aetiologies and infection. 

Some important definitions:
 – Inflammation = defensive reaction to tissue injury. It involves increased blood flow 

and capillary permeability and facilitates physiologic clean-up of the wound. It is 
accompanied by increased heat, redness, swelling and pain in the affected area.

 – Acute wounds = follow the orderly process of healing. 
 – Chronic wounds = the usual orderly process of healing is disrupted at one or more 

points in the process, resulting in delayed healing or failure to heal (more than 
6 weeks). A wound becomes chronic because of an underlying pathology (e.g. 
arterial/venous insufficiency, diabetes, etc.) or an external factor (e.g. infection) or 
an improper treatment (e.g. lack of compression in venous leg ulcers).

In acute wounds in otherwise healthy patients, infection is usually 
obvious (classical signs and symptoms of infection).

In chronic wounds and debilitated patients, obvious indicators 
of infection are not always present and diagnosis may rely on 
recognition of more subtle local signs or non-specific general signs.

Microbiology investigation of wound samples
Current clinical practice assumes swab cultures from wounds are unreliable and 
therefore not a relevant base for wound management nor for decision to introduce 
antibiotic treatment.

Sampling of wounds (whether by biopsy, needle aspiration or superficial swabbing as very 
last choice) should only be done according to strict criteria and following prescription 
from a clinician.
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The following criteria will need to be met:

1. Context criteria:
 – Reliable and accessible microbiology laboratory (validated by HQ)
 – Adequate material for sampling and for storage/transport available
 – Medical expertise for interpretation of results accessible and available (incl. 

via Telemedicine).
 – Relevant antibiotics and their SOP (administration/monitoring/follow up) 

available and understood.

2. Wound criteria:
 – Non-healing wound or clinical signs of wound infection not improving after 

10 -14 days with adequate wound care/disinfection, or
 – Deteriorating wound for several days although adequate wound care, or
 – Non–healing wounds although first line empirical antibiotic treatment has 

been given for the wound infection, or
 – Chronic wounds, before deciding to start antibiotic treatment.

Exclusion criteria are:

 – Superficial wound only involving epidermis, without infiltration of underlying tissue 
(not reliable, difficult interpretation of result because of presence of commensal 
micro flora).

 – Abscesses
 – Wounds penetrating to bone or joint should ONLY be done in the operating theatre.

Other investigations
Depending on the possibilities in the field, blood sampling and imaging can also be done 
for example to detect complications such as osteomyelitis.
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Table 4- Evolution of acute infected wounds and chronic wounds
ACUTE WOUNDS

Localized infection     Spreading infection
 – Classic signs and symptoms:

• New or increasing pain
• Redness, erythema
• Local warmth
• Swelling, oedema 
• Purulent discharge
• Loss of function

 – Fever (in surgical wound, typically 5 to 7 days 
post-surgery)

 – Delayed (or stalled) healing
 – Abscess
 – Malodour

As for localized infection PLUS one or more criteria:

 – Further extension of erythema

 – Lymphangitis

 – Crepitus in soft tissues

 – Wound breakdown/dehiscence
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Sepsis = documented infection with pyrexia or hypothermia, tachycardia, tachypnea, raised or 
depressed white blood cell count

     ↓
Severe sepsis  = sepsis and multiple organ dysfunction

     ↓
Septic shock = sepsis and hypotension despite adequate volume resuscitation

     ↓
Death

NB: other sites of infection should be excluded before assuming that systemic infection is related 
to wound infection

CHRONIC WOUNDS
Localized infection     Spreading infection
 – Delayed (or stalled) healing
 – New, increased or altered pain or tenderness
 – Periwound oedema
 – Bleeding or friable granulation tissue
 – Distinctive malodour or change in odour
 – Wound bed discoloration
 – Discharge: increased or altered/purulent exudate
 – Pocketing at the base of the wound
 – Epithelial bridging
 – Often biofilm (not easy to see)
 – New areas of necrosis
 – Increased size or not progressing
 – Undermining
 – Abscess formation

 – Wound breakdown
 – Erythema extending from wound edge                                  

(> 1-2 cm)
 – Cellulitis
 – Crepitus, warmth, induration or discoloration 

spreading into periwound area
 – Lymphangitis
 – Malaise, loss of appetite or other non-specific 

deterioration in patient’s general condition

Notes
 – In patients who are immunocompromised and/or who have motor or sensory neuropathies, symptoms may be 

modified and less obvious (e.g. in a diabetic patient with an infected foot ulcer and peripheral neuropathy, pain 
may not be a prominent feature).

 – Arterial ulcers: previously dry ulcers may become wet when infected.
 – In the diabetic foot, inflammation is not necessarily indicative of infection. 

�
�
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Foreign object in the wound (e.g. drain, external fixator)
Drains and external fixators create an excellent medium for bacterial growth, thus 
impaired wound healing and postoperative infections are inherent risks. 

Infections in external fixator pins or 
wound drains are often the result of 
bacterial adhesion as a consequence 
of the development of a biofilm. 

Technical sheet 8 describes the care 
for wounds with external fixators and 
annex 3.2 gives more background on 
external fixators. 

Patient requiring Intensive Care Unit (ICU) level 2 and 3
Patients requiring critical care have by definition an impaired immune resistance which 
will hamper the wound healing. 

Patients in ICU level 1 can be considered as patients at risk when they need higher level 
of ICU not available in that specific hospital/context. 

On the contrary, if a higher level of ICU is available and ICU level 1 is used as a step-down 
unit, these patients aren’t considered as ICU patients.

Wound at increased risk of infections: the first treatment
At their first treatment these wounds will always be considered as potentially infected, 
contaminated or with a negative prognosis.

Patient with comorbidities
Medical advice is needed to define whether there is a specific need for using an antiseptic 
on the wound even in absence of signs of infection.

Wound cleansing

Cleansing of the wound is one of the most important acts in wound care. It aims to remove 
from the wound all the dirty external material, dead tissues, useless inflammatory 
proteins, proteases and part of the micro-organisms that could potentially lead to a 
wound infection.

Picture 8 – External fixator
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Optimal healing of a wound is only possible if inflammation inducing material and foreign 
bodies are removed.

Depending on the type of tissue, the cleansing of the wound is done mechanically 
(by rubbing gently with sterile gauze compresses over the wound surface: in case of 
fibrin and necrosis) or by irrigation (using a syringe with or without a fine catheter or a 
perfusion tube: in case of granulation and epithelialization tissue). Cleansing by irrigation 
should use sufficient pressure to effectively remove debris and micro-organisms without 
damaging the wound or driving micro-organisms into wound tissues.

The cleansing of healing wounds is done with a large quantity of NaCl 0,9% and sterile 
gauze compresses.

For cleansing dirty, non-healing, or infected wounds and wounds at risk during the 
first treatment, Povidone Iodine 7,5% soap and sterile gauze compresses are  used 
together with NaCl 0,9% for rinsing.
This is to maximize the potential impact of antiseptics on the bacterial load. Moreover, 
the surfactant is necessary to help breaking down a potential biofilm.

Not only the wound but also the intact skin surrounding the wound has to be cleansed 
widely to avoid colonization of the wound with micro-organisms of the skin. Don’t forget 
the parts of the skin that have been in contact with irrigation fluid/wound exudate. 
The surrounding, healthy skin should be cleansed with NaCl 0,9% and sterile gauze 
compresses or – if visibly soiled – with a neutral liquid soap, NaCl 0,9% and sterile 
gauze compresses. Neutral liquid soap shouldn’t be used systematically to avoid drying 
out of the skin. The PVI soap should not be used for routinely cleansing the surrounding 
healthy skin. By doing this the skin risks to dry out involving an increased risk of wound 
infection because the normal skin barrier is disturbed.

Wound cleansing: product

Surrounding skin/limb cleansing: 
 – cleanse with NaCl 0,9% (if necessary with liquid neutral soap, but not 

routinely because of the risk of drying out the skin)
Sutured wound and open healing wound:

 – cleanse with NaCl 0,9%
Dirty wound/non-healing wound/infected wound/first treatment of wound 
at risk:

 – cleanse with PVI 7,5% soap + rinse with NaCl 0,9% afterwards
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Debridement

Definition
The word debridement is derived from the French word “débridement” which 
means “remove a constraint”. It is the act of removing necrotic material, fibrin, 
eschar, devitalised tissue, serocrusts, infected tissue, hyperkeratosis, slough, pus, 
haematomas, foreign bodies, debris, bone fragments or any other type of bioburden 
from a wound with the objective to promote wound healing. This bioburden is a 
barrier for the wound healing process, provides a focus for infection, exacerbates the 
inflammatory response, and impedes the optimal progression of wound granulation, 
contraction and epithelialization.

Debridement includes not only the removal of bioburden from the wound bed, but 
also the liberation of wound edges as well as of periwound skin.

Goals
 – Promotion and acceleration of wound healing
 – Removal of the supportive environment for infections
 – Decrease of odour
 – Decrease of excess of exudate 
 – Assessment of the depth of the wound
 – Preparation of the wound  for other techniques/therapies.

Types of debridement 
Over the last years many new debridement techniques appeared on the wound care 
market and they are continuously developing. We describe only the techniques that are 
applicable within most of MSF projects.

1. Autolytic debridement
This is selective debridement by the activation of phagocytes and release of the 
patients’ endogenous proteolytic enzymes. These enzymes will soften, break down 
and dissolve necrotic or sloughy tissue, enabling it to be digested by macrophages. 

Another aspect of autolytic debridement is mediated by the high water content and 
the moisturising effect, which leads to swelling of necrotic tissue and fibrin coatings, 
facilitating their de-attachment.

For an autolytic debridement, wound conditions must be created that are optimised 
for leucocytes and macrophages activity. This is achieved by creating a moist wound 
environment.
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Products to promote autolytic debridement can be found in many different varieties 
(hydrogel or hydrogel-based dressings, hydrocolloids, hydrofibers, multi-component 
dressings). In this protocol hydrogel is used for this purpose.

See technical sheet 5 for indications, contra-indications, etc.

2. Sharp and surgical debridement
Sharp debridement is a minor surgical bedside procedure, involving cutting away 
non-viable tissue using a scalpel, scissors, forceps, and/or curette. 

Surgical debridement is a procedure performed under general or local anaesthesia, 
using various surgical instruments (various sizes of scissors, scalpels, curettes, saws, 
drills, osteotomes, forceps, needle holders etc.), in a facility dedicated to surgical 
interventions (OT or advanced dressing room).

As with any treatment, it is important to explain the process to the patient. In case of 
surgical debridement informed consent is necessary. 

See technical sheet 6 for indications, contra indications, etc.

Other types of debridement (not recommend/practiced in MSF settings)
3. Mechanical debridement

This is the use of dry gauze dressings (wet-to-dry gauze dressings) to remove non-viable 
tissue from the wound bed. As the devitalised tissue dries, it re-hardens and becomes 
attached to the gauze. When the dressing is removed, the adhered material is pulled 
free. 
This technique is discouraged and not recommended in our protocol because it may 
result in increased risk of infection (lack of procedural concordance and gauze remnants 
can potentially act as foreign bodies within the wound bed), risk of damage to healthy 
tissue (not selective) and pain. 

A debriding pad (monofilament fibre pad) to mechanically remove slough and devitalized 
cells from the wound bed has recently been on the market. It shows the potential to 
advance mechanical debridement as a viable technique, by providing a rapid, safe and 
easy-to-use method with limited pain for the patient. However, further research, including 
clinical use on a variety of acute and chronic wound types, is needed. Consequently this 
product is not yet available within MSF.
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4. Osmotic debridement
Due to the creation of an osmotic pressure difference, wound exudate and non-viable 
tissue (incl. odour) is removed actively out of the wound. Next to the debriding effect, 
these products have also a moderate to strong antiseptic action. 

Honey or sugar-based dressings are two types of osmotic debridement products. These 
techniques are rarely used in MSF projects, mainly in very limited resources context.

Dressing choice

As already mentioned, granulation and epithelialization tissues are very important in 
the healing process and they need to be protected and preserved in the most suitable 
environmental conditions. The choice of the dressing will depend on this factor as well as 
on the amount of moisture produced by the wound bed. The best environment for healing 
is a good moisture balance. Excess or insufficient exudate need to be corrected during 
the dressing phase (hydration of the wound bed or absorption of exudate in excess).

Wound cleansing: technique

Sutured wound: 
 – cleanse mechanically with sterile gauze compresses

Open wound:
 – fibrin/necrosis: cleanse mechanically with sterile gauze compresses
 – granulation and epithelialization tissue: cleanse by irrigation

Tissue viability

Tissue Action

Granulation Protection 
Hydration if necessaryEpithelialization

Necrosis Debridement(*): surgical, bedside sharp, 
autolytic

(*) Oncologic ulcer, arterial insufficiency: no debridement! Only 
protect the wound.Fibrin
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Management of infected - non healing wounds

Effective management of wound infection often requires a multidisciplinary approach 
and may involve referral to a specialist. We aim to readjust the interaction between the 
patient and the infecting micro-organism(s) in favour of the patient by:

 – optimizing the host response
 – reducing the number of micro-organisms

The treatment is based on:

 – removal of infected foci by cleansing and debridement (see “Tissue viability”)
 – antiseptics
 – systemic antibiotics if necessary

Antiseptics
Agents used to inhibit or kill micro-organisms within a wound or on intact skin. They 
are applied topically and are non-selective. They may also have toxic effects on human 
cells. Development of resistance to antiseptics is less likely as they work at all levels of 
cell biology but already documented in literature (e.g. against CHX). The use should be 
rationalized!.

Indications for the use of antiseptics

- Prevention of wound infection or recurrence of infection in patient with increased 
risk of wound infection with:

• Foreign object in the wound (e.g. drain, external fixator, deep sutures)
• Patient in ICU
• An increased risk of infection at first dressing: during the next dressing change it 

has to be evaluated whether the use of an antiseptic is still indicated.
• Patient with comorbidity (as described in the list) upon advice of medical doctor/

trained health care worker: if the wound is healing and has no signs of infection 
the wound should be disinfected if the clinical condition of the patient is not 
supportive for wound healing. This means that the risk of impaired wound healing 
and/or wound infection is bigger than a potentially negative impact of antiseptic 
on wound healing (e.g. well-regulated diabetic patient might not need systematic 
use of antiseptic while a patient with poorly controlled diabetes mellitus needs 
systematic use of antiseptic in order to prevent wound infection).

- Treatment of critical colonization/covert infection: when progression towards overt 
infection is suspected or when interrupted healing is observed (non-healing wounds).

- Treatment of infection; consider combination with systemic antibiotics. 
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Review antiseptics regimen: STOP and/or OTHER TREATMENTS:

 – If the wound deteriorates or the patient experiences symptoms suggestive of 
spreading or systemic infection.

 – If a chronic wound with localized infection shows no improvement after 10–14 
days of antiseptic therapy alone → re-evaluate the patient and the wound; send 
samples for microbiological analysis; consider whether there are any indications 
for systemic antibiotic treatment (and/or for further debridement).

Discontinue antiseptics
 – When the signs of infection resolve
 – When the wound starts to heal
 – If the patient experiences an antiseptic-related adverse event.

Some important considerations for the use of antiseptics
 – Do not mix different antiseptics. Never use two different 

antiseptics after each other.

 – Avoid alcoholic based antiseptics because of the pain generated.

 – Always use the prescribed concentration. 

 – Check possible intolerances and allergies before using an 
antiseptic.

 – Respect contact time 

 – Organic materials (e.g. debris, pus, dirt) can adversely affect the 
action of antiseptics 

 ⇒ Mechanical cleansing of dirty and infected wounds should be  
done before disinfection.

 – Respect the shelf life after opening

 ⇒ Write date of opening on the packaging.

 – Open the bottle as instructed by the manufacturer and close the 
bottle after each use. 

 – Do not soil the bottles when handling them: don’t touch the 
bottle opening with hands, soiled gauze, instruments, the wound 
itself, etc.

 – Always keep the bottle closed to avoid contamination.

 – Clinicians need to consider whether, for a particular wound in a 
particular patient, the clinical benefit of the use of an antiseptic 
outweighs any possible negative effect on wound healing.
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Antibiotics (if needed)
Antibiotics are substances that act selectively against bacteria and can be administered 
topically (not recommended) or systemically. As antibiotics work more specifically, they 
give bacteria an opportunity to mutate and to form resistance. Development of resistance 
to antibiotics is an increasing problem.

Topical antibiotics
The use of topical antibiotics in the management of infected wounds should be avoided 
to minimize the risk of allergy and the emergence of bacterial resistance.
They should only be used in infected wounds under very specific circumstances, 
prescribed by experienced clinicians (e.g. topical metronidazole might be used for the 
treatment of malodour in fungating wounds or oncologic ulcers).
Additionally, most topical antibiotics have a lower antimicrobial activity than most 
antiseptics.

Systemic antibiotics

1. INDICATIONS FOR THE USE OF SYSTEMIC ANTIBIOTICS

 – Prophylaxis where risk of wound infection is high, e. g. contaminated colon surgery 
or ‘dirty’ traumatic wounds.

 – Spreading or systemic wound infection.
 – When culture results reveal β-haemolytic streptococci.
 – If a chronic wound (with localized infection) shows no improvement after 10–14 

days of antiseptic therapy alone → re-evaluate the patient and the wound; send 
samples for microbiological analysis (based on physician order); consider whether 
there are indications for systemic antibiotic treatment or re-debridement of the 
wound.

2. DISCONTINUE/REVIEW SYSTEMIC ANTIBIOTICS

 – At the end of the prescribed course (according to type of infection, wound type, 
patient comorbidities and local prescribing policy).

 – If there is no improvement of systemic or local signs and symptoms → re-evaluate 
the patient and the wound, consider microbiological analysis and changing 
antibiotic regimen.

 – If the patient has an antibiotic-related adverse event → discontinue the causative 
antibiotic.
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3. CHOICE OF SYSTEMIC ANTIBIOTICS

 – If empirical treatment is necessary, start with an appropriate broad-spectrum 
antibiotic. When antibiotic susceptibilities become available, follow local 
microbiological/infectious disease advice, possibly switching to a narrower 
spectrum agent.

 – Empirical antibiotic treatment must take into account the local antimicrobial 
susceptibility patterns of the possible pathogens.

 – In chronic wounds, unless the patient is systemically unwell or a limb is in danger, 
microbiological results should usually be awaited before commencing systemic 
antibiotics.

 – Administration of a combination of antibiotics may be necessary. Intravenous 
antibiotics are usually reserved for serious or life-threatening infections. 

The decision to start or discontinue a systemic antibiotic and the 
choice of specific treatment has to be taken by a clinician.

For more information about medication prescription, see annex 5.1 about “Prescriptions 
and safe medication practices”.
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In summary:
 – Never use an antiseptic for a healing wound without signs of infection.
 – Always use an antiseptic for a non-healing wound and/or signs of infection, 

foreign object in the wound (e.g. drain, external fixator), and patient requiring 
Intensive Care Unit (ICU).

 – Use an antiseptic at the first treatment for a wound at risk of infection and 
re-evaluate at the next dressing if there is still a need for an antiseptic.

 – Use an antiseptic upon advice of a medical doctor or a trained health care 
worker for a healing wound without signs of infection in a patient with 
comorbidity.

Cleansing and Disinfection

Infection Action Product, antiseptic, material

Healing wound and no 
signs of infection

Cleansing NaCl 0,9%

Disinfection No disinfection

Non-healing wound 
and/or signs of 
infection

Cleansing PVI 7,5% soap + rinse with NaCl 0,9%          

Disinfection
PVI 10% aqueous solution
Exception: Pseudomonas Aeruginosa: acetic acid 1% if no 
improvement with PVI.

Foreign object in the 
wound (e.g. drain, 
external fixator)

Cleansing
-Healing wound: NaCl 0,9%

-Dirty/non-healing/infected wound/first treatment of 
wound at risk: PVI 7,5% soap  + rinse with NaCl 0,9%

Disinfection PVI 10% aqueous solution + see specific procedure!

Patient requiring  
Intensive Care Unit 
(ICU) level 2 and 3

Cleansing
-Healing wound: NaCl 0,9%

-Dirty/non-healing/infected wound/first treatment of 
wound at risk: PVI 7,5% soap  + rinse with NaCl 0,9%

Disinfection PVI 10% aqueous solution

Wound at increased 
risk of infection, at first 
treatment

Cleansing
PVI 7,5% soap + 
rinse with NaCl 
0,9%

From the second treatment, 
always assess the wound and 
disinfect only if needed.

Disinfection PVI 10% aqueous 
solution

Patient with 
comorbidity

Cleansing
-Healing wound: NaCl 0,9%
-Dirty/non-healing/infected wound/first treatment of 
wound at risk: PVI 7,5% soap  + rinse with NaCl 0,9%

Disinfection

-PVI 10% aqueous solution. After medical advice in 
case of healing wound.                                        
-Dirty/non-healing/infected wound/first treatment of 
wound at risk: PVI 10% 
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When PVI 10% aqueous solution is used for disinfection, the liquid 
should be put on a non-woven compress, which has to be put 
in contact with the wound bed for all the contact time period of 1 
minute.

Dressing choice and fixation

Dressing choice See further steps of the TIME assessment

Fixation Don’t use transparent film dressing on infected or exudative 
wounds

Dressing changes

Type of wound Frequency

Non-healing wound and/or signs of 
infection + all wounds treated with an 
antiseptic

Daily

Healing wound Every 2 to 3 days or more (up to 5)

Detached or dirty dressing Immediately when reported

The frequency of dressing changes depends on the classification of 
the wound, type of dressing and the level of exudate.
Infected wounds and/or wounds that have to be treated with 
antiseptics dressings need to be changed at least daily. 

For healing wounds, dressings can be changed every 2 or 3 days or 
more (up to 5 days upon medical advice).

The dressing has to be changed earlier than specified in the protocol 
if the dressing is moist/soiled (e.g. blood, exudate), if the dressing is 
detached, or to inspect the wound in case of suspected symptoms 
(e.g. fever or local pain).

The outside of the dressing should be inspected by the staff on duty 
at least once per shift and the observation should be recorded in the 
patient file.
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3.3. Moisture balance

M of TIME-D

Creating a moisture balance in the wound is essential to achieve wound healing. Exudate 
is produced as part of the body’s response to tissue damage. A wound which progresses 
through the normal wound healing cycle produces enough moisture to promote cell 
proliferation and supports the removal of devitalised tissue through autolysis.

Exudate

             
Evaluation of the exudate is an important part of wound management. The amount, 
type and viscosity of the exudate should be recorded and dressing material should 
be selected based on the exudate’s characteristics. If a wound is too dry, rehydration 
should be the principle of management; if the wound is producing an excess of exudate 
we need to absorb.

Table 5 – Exudate observation

Dry wound: no exudate or +  

Moderately moist wound: exudate ++

Wet wound: exudate +++

Besides the amount of exudate, the type and odour should be observed: the colour, 
brightness and odour of the wound exudate can also give an indication of the degree of 
contamination of the wound.
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Table 6 - Exudate types and significance
Type Colour Consistency Significance

Serous
Clear, 
straw- 
coloured

Thin, watery

Normal. Possibly a sign of 
infection if increasing. Some 
bacteria produce fibrinolysis, 
which degrade fibrin clots or 
coagulated plasma.

Fibrinous Cloudy Thin
Contains fibrin protein strands. 
Typical during inflammation 
phase.

Serosanguinous Clear, pink Thin, watery Normal.

Sanguinolent Red Thin, watery Trauma to blood vessels.

Seropurulent

Murky, 
yellow, 
cream-
coffee

Thicker, 
creamy Infection.

Purulent Yellow, 
grey, green Thick

Infection. Contains pyogenic 
organisms and other 
inflammatory cells.

Haemopurulent
Dark, 
blood-
stained

Viscous,
sticky

Contains neutrophils, dead/
dying bacteria and inflammatory 
cells. This means an established 
infection is present. Consequent 
damage to dermal capillaries 
leads to blood leakage.

Haemorrhagic Red Thick

Infection. Trauma. Capillaries 
are so friable they readily break 
down and spontaneous bleeding 
occurs. Not to be confused with 
bloody exudate produced by 
overenthusiastic debridement.

http://www.worldwidewounds.com/2006/september/White/Modern-Exudate-Mgt.html
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Assure a correct moisture balance

Depending on the amount of exudate the wound will need hydration or fluids absorption 
in order to obtain the correct balance.

Different products are available for each specific situation and the choice will be not 
only  based on the moisture but also on the presence of signs/risks of infections and the 
wound bed tissue type.

The hydration of the wound bed is obtained by the use of specific gels (hydrogel or 
polyvidone iodine gel) and paraffin gauzes while absorbent gauzes can efficiently absorb 
the excess of exudate.

The fixation (extensible adhesive tape or bandages versus transparent polyurethane film 
dressing) can also have an effect in promoting a correct moisture balance and avoiding 
dry or too moist tissues.

Moisture balance

Assessment Action

 Dry wound: no exudate or + Hydration

Moderately moist wound: 
exudate ++ Preserve moist balance

Wet wound: exudate +++
 – Absorption
 – Check the cause of the excess of exudate: 
check the “I” and/or oedema 
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3.4. Edges

 E of TIME-D

During the last stage of wound closure, epithelial cells migrate across the wound bed 
to cover the surface of a wound (epithelialization). To allow this migration, wound edges 
need to be moist, intact (e.g. free of maceration, necrotic tissue and crusts) and attached 
to the base of the wound.

Wound edges

Evaluation of wound edges can indicate whether wound contraction and epithelialization 
are  progressing, and confirm either the effectiveness of the wound treatment or the 
need for re-evaluation.
There are many reasons why the epidermal margins of a wound fail to migrate across 
the wound bed or the wound edges fail to contract and reduce in size, e.g. hypoxia, 
infection, desiccation, dressing trauma, hyperkeratosis and callus at the wound margins.

When this is the case it should be checked whether all aspects (= T, I and M) of wound 
bed preparation have been considered. Furthermore, the underlying cause should 
be detected and corrected (ask advice of a specialist). If, despite proper wound bed 
preparation and treatment of the underlying cause, the edges fail to close alternative 
therapies to stimulate wound healing (e.g. surgical reconstruction/ skin graft) should be 
considered.

Normal edges

Normal wound edges are usually firmly attached 
to the wound bed with a healthy moist balanced 
periwound skin and in more advanced phase of 
healing also epithelial cells growing and migrating on 
the wound bed.
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Hard-to-stimulate epithelialization, not closing, macerated wound edges

Problems with wound edges include:

Maceration

Dehydration

Undermining 

 Keratinized

Rolled (epibole)

Preserve or improve wound edges

To prevent damaging the wound edges and periwound area dressings should be removed 
carefully.

Normal progressing 
epithelialization and healthy 
wound edges

 – Promotion of closure of the wound edges: see T,I 
and M

 – Fill cavities (dressing has to have contact with 
wound bed)

 – Prevention of maceration in wounds with exudate 
+++: see M + protection of wound environment

 – Be careful while removing dressing materials 
because at first, the newly grown epithelial cells do 
not adhere firmly on the wound bed.

Hard-to-stimulate epitheliali-
zation, not-closing, macerated 
wound edges

Evaluate cause and consider alternative therapies 
to stimulate wound healing (e.g. skin graft/surgical 
reconstruction/flaps, …)
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Problem Action (in consultation with the doctor/surgeon)

Maceration

Establish and correct cause and minimize contact 
with moisture (absorbent dressings, periwound 
protection with zinc oxide ointment).

In order to prevent maceration the periwound area 
of wet wounds (exudate +++) should be protected by 
applying zinc oxide ointment. 

There is no need to remove all the paste, just 
complete where the cream is missing after cleansing. 
If removal is necessary this should be done with an 
oily substance such as baby oil.

Dehydration
Establish and correct cause and rehydrate periwound 
skin (emollients, e.g. vaseline, shea butter, palm oil 
or olive oil).

Undermining

Establish and correct cause (e.g. can be indicative of 
a chronic wound and in particular those that are also 
critically colonized with bacteria or infected). 

Undermining wounds and sinuses with narrow necks 
that are difficult to dress may be amenable to be laid 
open to facilitate drainage and dressing. Wounds 
associated with multiple sinuses or fistulas should 
be referred for surgical intervention.

Undermining should be treated by filling gently 
(to avoid shearing) cavities with compresses (the 
dressing has to have contact with wound bed) without 
creating tension. 

Rolled (epibole)

Establish and correct cause (e.g. may be a sign of 
infection, can be present in wounds that have an 
inflammatory origin such as pyoderma gangrenosum 
or in malignancy), debridement.

Keratinized

Establish and correct cause. Remove hyperkeratotic 
skin using a scalpel or a curette and rehydrate 
(emollients, e.g. vaseline or shea butter).

Remember, callous means that bellow there is 
epithelium, so do not scrape too much not to avoid 
injuring it.
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Periwound skin

In addition to the wound edges, the clinician should also consider the condition of the 
periwound skin (i.e. the skin within 4 cm of the wound edge as well as any skin under 
the dressing). Problems of the periwound skin may delay healing, provoke pain and 
discomfort, enlarge the wound, and adversely affect the patient’s quality of life.

The amount of exudate is a key factor for increasing the risk of periwound skin damage. 
Greater moisture exposure reduces skin barrier function and increases the risk of 
skin breakdown and maceration. This may make patients more susceptible to develop 
inflammation and contact dermatitis. Erythema and swelling may also indicate infection, 
which should be treated. In addition to the periwound skin, patients with wounds should 
also be assessed for problems that may be affecting their skin more widely.

Moreover, in these cases the underlying cause should be detected and corrected (ask 
advice of a specialist).

Periwound problems include:

Maceration Excoriation Dry skin

Hyperkeratosis Callus Eczema
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Preserve or improve periwound skin

Problem Action (in consultation with the doctor/surgeon)

Maceration

Establish and correct cause and minimize contact 
with moisture 
(absorbent dressings, periwound protection with 
zinc oxide ointment).

Excoriation Establish and correct cause and rehydrate periwound 
skin (emollients, e.g. vaseline or shea butter).

Dry skin Establish and correct cause and rehydrate periwound 
skin (emollients, e.g. vaseline or shea butter).

Hyperkeratosis and callus
Establish and correct cause, remove hyperkeratotic 
skin plaques and rehydrate (emollients, e.g. vaseline 
or shea butter).

Callus Establish and correct cause, remove callus and 
offload to prevent recurrence.

Eczema Establish and correct cause, relieve symptoms and 
avoid allergens.

 

Edges

Assessment Action

 Wound edges

 – Protect healthy wound edges from 
becoming dry or macerated

 – Investigate problematic/non-healing 
wound edges and treat accordingly

Periwound skin

 – Protect healthy periwound skin against  
becoming dry, macerated or irritated

 – Investigate problematic/non-healing 
wound edges and treat accordingly
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3.5. Diseases

D of TIME-D 

The wound should not be treated in isolation but in the context of the patient’s overall 
wellbeing. 

Comorbidities must be treated in order to optimize the general condition of the patient 
and facilitate the wound healing process. If comorbidities are not taken in consideration 
in the patient care plan, there are high risks to prolong the healing time or even to never 
achieve a complete healing of the wound.

A multidisciplinary approach is a key strategy for success in treating patients with 
wounds and this is not limited to nurses and medical doctors only, but also includes 
specific profiles like specialists, microbiologists, pharmacists, physiotherapists, 
occupational therapists, social workers, psychologists, health educators, etc…

Unfortunately all of these resources are not always available in all projects. This is why 
it is important to identify as soon as possible the existence and the quality of external 
resources where patients can be referred if necessary.
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3.6. Fixation / cover

Protection and hydration of wounds have been mentioned several times during the 
description of the TIME-D process and their importance has been highlighted.

After the choice of the cleaning method, the choice of dressing material is a second key 
element of the wound care process and it will play a relevant role in the protection and 
hydration/control of moisture of wounds. 

Dressing materials are described with more details in chapter 4.

1. Protection

The dressing should offer mechanical protection of the wound, should be impermeable 
to micro-organisms, and avoid pain or trauma during removal of the dressing. 

Wounds will be covered with non-woven compresses instead of gauze compresses, an 
all-in-one postop dressing with non-adherent wound contact layer, or an absorbent 
compress with non-adherent wound contact layer. These dressing materials will reduce 
the risk of sticking into the wound bed affecting the healing process.
By covering ointments (i.e. hydrogel and PVI gel) with paraffin gauze (before non-woven 
gauzes) the risk of a dressing sticking into the wound is also reduced.

2. Hydration

The dressing(s) should respect the principle of moist wound healing by adding moisture 
when the wound is too dry, maintaining a good moisture balance in moderate moist 
wounds and absorbing exudate when the wound is too wet.

This has been explained in details in the section “Moisture balance”. 

A good dressing will have:

 – A layer that will maintain the moisture balance.
 – A layer which is non-adherent to the wound. For example paraffin gauze.
 – The third layer will be the fixation itself. Tapes are often too aggressive for the 

skin as their adhesive is very strong. A good alternative is to use a bandage. This 
bandage should not be put just over the wound dressing but cover a much larger 
area. For example, for a wound on the lower leg the bandage will begin from the 
base of the toes and end below the knee. When wrapping, the pressure at the foot 
can be rather tight and released little by little going to the knee. Before applying 
the bandage, do not forget to “hydrate” the limb with a lipidic substance. In order 
to avoid a “tourniquet” effect, do not finish the bandage by many turns over each 
other (every turn adds its own pressure). Do not use metallic pins or a knot to close 
it, this could harm the tissues.

The aim is to leave this dressing in place for at least 24h, without seeing secretions going 
through it.
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Annex 3.1 - Hypergranulation

Definition

Hypergranulation is the excess of granulation tissue, beyond the amount required to 
replace the tissue deficit. The production of granulation tissue continues beyond the 
height of the epithelium surface / periwound skin resulting in a raised mass (or peduncle) 
in excess of the wound itself.
Hypergranulation creates a humping of the tissue, impeding the epidermal cell to cover 
and resurface the wound.

The cause of hypergranulation is not really known.  It may be linked to:

 – Prolonged inflammation (Type1) which may be caused by:
• Infection
• Foreign body irritant (e.g. dressing fibers)
• External friction and traction (e.g. gastrostomy tubes, supra-pubic catheter 

sites )
• Allergic reaction (e.g. to the dressing or adhesive backing)
• Tube material: higher incidence of overgranulation in areas surrounding 

latex tubes then with other materials such as silicone.

 – Use of occlusive dressings (Type 2):
Growth factors may be extra stimulated under an occlusive dressing; fluids 
remain stuck under the dressing resulting in oedema and the possibility of 
cytotoxic effects due to occlusion.

 – Cellular imbalance (Type 3)
Cellular imbalance: an imbalance between collagen synthesis and lysis 
which could result in the unchecked proliferation of collagen leading to 
hypergranulation formation. 

To date, there is no consensus on the best way to manage hypergranulating wounds, but 
in the protocol we propose certain action points. 

Characteristics

 – Usually similar composition as the normal granulation tissue.
 – Commonly it is seen as a sponge, friable, exuberant mass of tissue; sometimes 

beefy red, sometimes almost purple in colour.  
 – Highly vascularized with a dense network of blood vessels and capillaries. 
 – Generally it is not painful as it contains little nerve tissue, however, if left untreated, 

innervation can occur which will increase sensation. 
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 – Healthy hypergranulation tissue: red-pink, moist tissue; may bleed but not readily; 
no other symptoms.

 – Unhealthy hypergranulation tissue: dark red or pale bluish-purple uneven 
mass; rising above the level of the surrounding skin; may bleed readily; can be 
associated with wound infection; high exudate levels with associated maceration 
can be present.

Consequences

 ➢ Granulation tissue is highly vascularized but lacks a protective epithelial layer   
⇒ it is unable to withstand even minor trauma (very fragile tissue). 

 – Prone to damage from contact (e.g. rubbing) with dressings and clothing.
 – Leakage of haemoserous exudate can lead to painful periwound maceration and 

soiling and can require prolonged use of protective and absorbent dressings.
 ➢ Hypergranulation tissue can impede wound healing in several ways:

• Hypergranulation tissue prevents the migration of epithelial cells across the 
wound surface (these cells do not travel vertically) and delay wound closure. 

• May increase the risk of bacterial contamination, biofilm formation and 
infection 

• May increase the risk of scar formation (by forcing the wound edges further 
apart). 

 ➢ Hypergranulation in wounds around or near devices (e.g. stoma flanges,              
gastrostomy tubes and tracheostomy tubes):
• Can cause a physical barrier to device placement.
• Can prevent close fitting. 
• Exudate and discharge is able to be in contact with the peristomal skin 

causing a possible breakdown

Treatment

As mention before, to date, there is no consensus on the best way to manage these 
wounds.

BEFORE PROCEEDING IT IS IMPORTANT TO RULE OUT THE POSSIBILITY OF 
MALIGNANCY!

The removal of malignant tissue could lead to significant blood loss and would have a 
negative rather than a positive impact on the wound and the patient!

TYPE 1:  INFLAMMATION RELATED 

 ➢ Remove the irritant or inflammatory factors.
 ➢ Secure external medical devices (e.g. gastrostomy tubes and central lines) in 

such a way to minimize friction around the wound site.
 ➢ Identify wound infection
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TYPE 2: DRESSING TYPE RELATED

 ➢ Change the dressing type.
• An occlusive dressing is changed to a dressing with more permeability. 
• The dressing choice will depend on exudate level.

 ➢ Secure dressings in such way to allow management of exudate and vapour loss 
properly. Avoid layers of adhesive film. 

 ➢ If possible apply moderate direct prolonged pressure to the wound directly with 
fingers (sterile gloves) by using dressing pads, crepe or a tubular bandage. 
Avoid constriction of the blood supply!

 ➢ Alternatively, corticoid cream can be applied for a few days on the 
hypergranulation tissues. As this can also stop normal wound healing and 
favor infection, the wound will have to be kept on tighter surveillance.

Where bandaging is not recommended, local pressure may be applied by alternative 
means, e.g. positioning the patient on the wound for short periods. Take care not to 
cause any harm as a consequence of applying pressure.

TYPE 3: CELLULAR IMBALANCE

WHEN ABOVE MENTIONED TREATMENT OPTIONS HAVE FAILED, APPLICATIONS 
WITH SILVER NITRATE PENCIL OR SURGICAL EXCISION ARE POSSIBLE TREATMENT 
OPTIONS.

A SURGICAL EXCISION IS A VERY LAST TREATMENT OPTION.  BY CUTTING AWAY 
THE HYPERGRANULATION A NEW WOUND IS CREATED, WHICH MAY AGAIN LEAD TO 
FORMATION OF HYPERGRANULATION TISSUE.
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Annex 3.2 - External fixator

Introduction

Up till now there is not enough evidence for any particular strategy of pin site care to 
reduce the incidence of pin site infections. The lack of undisputed research to determine 
best practice has resulted in many variations of pin site care.

We have composed a SOP for the care of external fixators, based on the consensus of the 
panel of wound care experts and with input from the surgical referents from MSF.

We refer to technical sheet n°8 for dressing procedure, attention points in care, when to 
inform a doctor, etc. 

Definitions

External fixator

External fixation is a process by which pins are inserted into bone fragments through 
small incisions in the skin, and then held together with an external clamp or framework. 
This orthopaedic procedure is used to treat fractures or for correction of bone deformities 
associated with malunion, reconstructive surgery or limb-lengthening procedures.
To carry out external fixation, pins and wires are surgically inserted and penetrate 
through the skin and soft tissue into the bone. Then, additional rods and bars are 
attached to the pins or wires to create an external fixator device which stabilizes the 
segment(s) of bone. 

Pin sites   
These are the skin entry points of the skin-metal interface. 

Possible complication: pin site infection

One of the main complications is pin site infection (PSI), which can lead to the 
development of osteomyelitis and systemic infection (sepsis). 

Definition, classification

There is no uniformly accepted definition nor widely accepted criteria for the diagnosis 
of pin site infection. 
Consensus opinions from experts on pin site management have attempted to differentiate 
between reaction, colonization and infection: 

 – Reaction = the normal changes that occur at the pin site after pin insertion (i.e. 
changes in normal skin colour, skin warmth and drainage at the pin site). These 
are expected to subside after 72 hours. 
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 – Colonization = warmth and red skin colour around the pin site, increased drainage, 
possible pain and the presence of microbes on culture. 

 – Infection = all the changes seen with reaction and colonization, together with 
possible pus, pin loosening and increased microbial growth. 

Pin site infections could be categorized as either major or minor:

 – Minor infections are considered to be benign, easily treatable with antibiotics and 
characterized by prolonged drainage, crusting, swelling and erythema (redness). 

 – Major infections require removal of one or more of the pins before the infection 
can be resolved.

Table 7 Cheketts-Otterburn classification
Grade and Characteristics Treatment
Minor infection
1. Slight redness and little discharge Improve pin–site care
2. Redness of the skin, discharge, pain 

and tenderness in the soft tissue
Improve pin–site care and oral 
ant ib io t ics

3. Grade 2, but no improvement with 
oral antibiotics

Affected pin or pins re-sited and 
external fixation can be continued

Major infection
4. Severe soft tissue infection involving 

several pins, sometimes with 
associated loosening of the pin

External fixation must be removed

5. Grade 4, but radiographic changes External fixation must be removed
6. Infection after fixator removal. 

Pin track heals initially, but will 
subsequently break down and 
discharge in intervals. Radiographs 
show new bone

Curettage of the pin tract
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Implications

Infection at the pin site may be painful and cause delay or restriction to patient 
mobilization. Failure to treat PSI promptly may lead to severe complications such as 
osteomyelitis, delayed fracture healing, non-union and systemic infection and sepsis.

Prevention and management 

Staphylococci are the most frequent pathogens detected in implant infections. The 
most commonly implicated organisms are Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus 
epidermidis, but Gram negative organisms can also been implicated.
An infection can occur when bacteria adhere to external fixator pins and subsequently 
produce a biofilm which protects the bacteria from host defences. When caring for pin 
sites it is therefore imperative to prevent such an ‘invasion’.  

Appropriate treatment should be prescribed and started as soon as possible if PSI is 
suspected in order to prevent the infection getting worse and to minimize the potential 
impact on medical management: see Cheketts-Otterburn classification in table 7.

In general, if systemic antibiotics and local care are unsuccessful, the golden standard 
for treating pin site infection is removal of the external fixator pin.
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CHAPTER 4 - DRESSING MATERIAL

When to use what
List of items and specifications

 – Antiseptics and drugs for external use
 – Dressing material
 – Fixation material 
Annex 4.1 - Examples of “when to use what”
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4.1. When to use what

Based on the TIME observation, we will define which material and product we need to 
use.  The main influencing factors are: 

 – Tissue viability: need for autolytic debridement or protection?
 – Infection prevention and management: need for antiseptic or not?
 – Moisture balance: need to add or absorb moisture? 
 – Edges: need to protect or correct?

3 .  D R E S S I N G  C H O I C E
PROTECTION OF WOUND + CONTROL OF MOISTURE

1st and 2nd layer: maintain the moisture  balance & non-adherent to the 
wound
3rd layer: fixation of the dressing

SUTURED WOUNDS
Cover with all-in-one dressing
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• Hydrogel
• Paraffin gauzes
• Non-woven compress
• Fixation

• (Hydrogel)
• (Paraffin gauzes)
• Non-woven compress
• Fixation

• Non-woven compress
• Absorbent dressing
• Fixation (NO FILM)
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n • PVI 10% gel

• Paraffin gauzes
• Non-woven compress
• Fixation (NO FILM)

• PVI 10% gel
• Paraffin gauzes
• Non-woven compress
• Fixation (NO FILM)

• PVI 10% aqueous sol
• Non-woven compress
• Absorbent dressing
• Fixation (NO FILM)

REMEMBER: Re-evaluate the patient after 10-14 days of disinfection

HYDRATATION PRESERVE
MOIST BALANCE

ABSORB

Rehydratation of 
periwound skin

Zinc Oxide 10% on 
surrounding skin if needed

Evaluate cause & consider alternative therapies to stimulate wound healing (e.g. 
surgical reconstruction/ skin graft)

Practical examples about dressing choice can be found in Annex 4.1.

Fi l l  c a v i t i e s  -  D r e s s i n g  i n  c o n t a c t  w i t h  w o u n d  b e d

DRY  HUMID  WET 
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4.2. List of items and specifications

 俵 Antiseptics and drugs for external use

HYDROGEL, amorphous, 25g, tube, sterile SDREWHYGA25T

POLYVIDONE IODINE, 10%, gel, 100g, tube DEXTIODP1G1

POLYVIDONE IODINE, 10%, solution, 200 ml, dropper bot. DEXTIODP1S2

POLYVIDONE IODINE, surgical scrub, 7.5 %, 500 ml, bot. DEXTIODPS75

SILVER NITRATE, 40%, pencil DEXTSILN1U-

ZINC OXIDE, 10%, ointment, 100 g, tube DEXTYINO1O1

Liquid soap, pH neutral DEXTSOAP1L1

 俵 Dressing material

NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE DRESSSING WITH PAD, sterile, L SDRETAPAP1L

NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE DRESSSING WITH PAD, sterile, M SDRETAPAP1M

NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE DRESSSING WITH PAD, sterile, S SDRETAPAP1S

ABSORBENT DRESSING, small, sterile, s.u.NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE SDREABSD1S

ABSORBENT DRESSING, medium, sterile, s.u.NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE SDREABSD1M

ABSORBENT DRESSING, large, sterile, s.u.NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE SDREABSD1L

COMPRESS, NON WOVEN, 4 plies, 10 cm, sterile SDRECOMN10S

COMPRESS, GAUZE, paraffin, 10 cm x 10 cm, sterile SDRECOMP1P-

COMPRESS, GAUZE, 10 cm, 12 plies, 17 threads, sterile SDRECOMP1S-

 俵 Fixation material

FILM DRESSING, semi-permeable, adhesive, 10cmx10m, roll SDREFIDSR1010

FILM DRESSING, semi-permeable, adhesive, 15cmx10m, roll SDREFIDSR1510

TAPE, ADHESIVE, roll, 2 cm SDRETAPA025

TAPE, ADHESIVE, roll, extensible, nonwoven, 10 cm x 10 m SDRETAPA100

BANDAGE, EXTENSIBLE, non adhesive, 6 to 7 cm x 4 m SDREBANE06N

BANDAGE, CREPE (Velpeau), 10 cm x 4 m SDREBANE104

BANDAGE, ELASTIC TUBULAR NET, … , roll 25 m SDREBTNE00++
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Antiseptics and drugs for external use

HYDROGEL, amorphous, 25g, tube, sterile SDREWHYGA25T

Indications

Healing wounds without signs of infection, which are dry (no exudate or +) or moderately 
moist (exudate ++), with necrosis and/or fibrin, granulation tissue or epithelialization 
tissue.

Therapeutic action

 – Adds moisture to wounds that are too dry (rehydration of dry tissue).
 – Facilitates autolytic debridement (necrosis and fibrin).
 – Limited absorption capacity: absorbs exudate and slough in wounds that are 

minimally exudative.
 – In moderately moist wounds with granulation/epithelialization tissue it is advised 

to add a layer of hydrogel to prevent the wounds become too dry when exudate is 
absorbed by the non-woven compress.

Contra-indications

 – Wounds with heavy exudate (exudate +++) (risk of maceration).
 – Infection (the available moisture may increase the risk of bacterial proliferation).
 – High potential for anaerobic infections; evidence of gangrenous tissue (keep dry!).
 – Allergy to ingredients or known hypersensitivity to the gel or any of its ingredients
 – Necrotic feet/digits because of ischaemia and/or neuropathy.

Attention points

 – Should be used with care in the vicinity of the eyes and in deep wounds with narrow 
openings (e.g. fistulas) where removal of the gel may be difficult.

 – May overhydrate: excessive use, or use in a highly exudative wound, may lead to 
maceration of the periwound skin. 

 – The wound may initially appear to increase in size in the early stages of treatment. 
This is normal because wound debris is removed.
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Instructions for use

 – Cleanse the wound properly
 – Apply a layer of +/- 5mm of hydrogel into the wound in an aseptic way (without 

touching the wound surface with the tip) or apply the hydrogel on a sterile 
compress/sterile paraffin gauze to be put on the wound, or impregnate packing 
rope with the gel.

 – Avoid overspill to the surrounding skin.
 – Cover the hydrogel with paraffin gauze to avoid fast evaporation
 – Secondary dressing + fixation is necessary
 – As hydrogel creates a moist environment, it may be necessary to protect the 

wound edges against moistening (zinc oxide ointment).
 – Hydrogel can be removed from the wound by rinsing with NaCl 0,9%. If the 

hydrogel becomes difficult to remove soak the area with sterile water or NaCl 
0,9% to facilitate removal.

 – Frequency of dressing changes: every 2 or 3 days (depending on the clinical 
condition of the wound and the amount of exudate produced).

 – In a necrotic eschar: scaring the surface of the necrotic eschar can help the 
hydrogel to rehydrate it and thus accelerate the debridement.

POLYVIDONE IODINE, 10%, gel, 100g, tube DEXTIODP1G1

Indications

Non-healing wounds with or without overt signs of infection, which are dry (no exudate 
or +) or moderately moist (exudate ++), with necrosis and/or fibrin, granulation or 
epithelialization tissue. 

In addition, according to our protocol: all dry wounds (no exudate or +) or moderately 
moist (exudate ++) in:

 – patients in ICU 
 – wounds at increased risk of infection at first treatment
 – patients with comorbidities after medical advice.

Therapeutic action

Broad spectrum antimicrobial.
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Contra-indications

 – Healing wounds without signs of infection except for patients in ICU, wounds at 
increased risk of infection at first treatment, patients with comorbidities after 
medical advice.

 – Wet (exudate +++) non-healing wounds with or without overt signs of infections.
 – Patient with a known hypersensitivity to the gel or any of its ingredients. History of 

iodine intolerance.
 – Thyroid dysfunction
 – Together with antiseptics of other groups (incompatibility) or with mercury, 

lithium, alkali or sodium thiosulfate compounds.
 – Preterm neonates, neonates < 1,5 kg and children younger than 30 months
 – Without medical advice in children between 30 months and 5 years
 – Concomitant use of topical products containing mercury derivatives
 – Vicinity of the eyes.

According to the advice of external wound care experts the risk of negative effects in 
pediatric patients is very limited.  
Povidone iodine is contraindicated in infants aged < 1 month.

Attention points

 – During treatment of extensive skin surfaces, on mucous membranes, or during 
long-term administration, it is necessary to take into account the possible 
resorption of iodine through the skin.

 – A regular or prolonged use should be avoided in patients with burns involving 
more than 20% of the skin surface, with large open wounds, in patients treated 
with lithium, in pregnant and lactating women and neonates. During pregnancy 
and lactation only to be prescribed with a defined indication and in limited doses 
(due to the risk for iodine absorption).

 – Do not use with other antiseptics such as chlorhexidine-cetrimide (incompatibility), 
silver, hydrogen peroxide or mercury components.

Instructions for use

 – Cleanse the wound properly
 – Apply a layer of +/- 5mm into the wound in an aseptic way (without touching the 

wound surface with the tip of the tube) /apply the gel on a sterile compress to 
spread out on the wound/on the sterile paraffin gauze to be put on the wound/
impregnate packing rope with the gel.

 – Contact with the skin around the wound edges/intact skin should be minimised.
 – Secondary dressing + fixation is necessary. Do NOT use polyurethane film for 

fixation of the secondary dressing on infected wounds.
 – Tightly close the tube after each use to prevent contamination
 – Frequency: at least once a day
 – The gel changes colour as iodine is released: if brown colour has disappeared, the 

product has to be applied again.
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POLYVIDONE IODINE, 10%, solution, 200 ml, dropper bot. DEXTIODP1G1

N.B Aqueous solution

Indications

For disinfection: 
 – of non-healing and/or infected wounds.
 – In addition, according to our protocol in:

• patients in ICU
• wounds at increased risk of infection at first treatment
• patients with comorbidities after medical advice
• Wounds with foreign bodies (exudate 0, +, ++ and +++).

To cover: 
 – non-healing and/or infected wounds with exudate +++

Therapeutic actions

Broad spectrum antimicrobial.

Contra-indications

 – Healing wounds without signs of infection, except for patients in ICU, wounds at 
increased risk of infection at first treatment, patients with comorbidities after 
medical advice, wounds with foreign objects.

 – Patients with a known sensitivity to any of its ingredients 
 – History of iodine intolerance
 – Thyroid dysfunction
 – Together with antiseptics of other groups (incompatibility) or with mercury, 

lithium, alkali or sodium thiosulfate compounds.
 – Preterm neonates, neonates < 1,5kg and children younger than 30 month. 
 – Without medical advice in children between 30 months and 5 years
 – Repeatedly or on very large areas, especially in pregnant and lactating women and 

neonates.
 – Contact with eyes. 

According to the advice of external wound care experts the risk of negative effects in 
pediatric patients is very limited.  
Povidone iodine is contraindicated in infants aged < 1 month.

Alternative if PVI is contra-indicated = chlorhexidine 0,5% in aqua.
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Attention points

 – Regular or prolonged use and treatment of extensive skin surfaces: only under 
medical supervision.

 – During pregnancy and lactation: only upon medical advice.

Instructions for use

 – The antiseptic effect of PVI 10% solution starts after 30 seconds, but a minimum 
contact time of 1 minute is recommended.

 – Frequency of dressing: at least daily. If brown colour has disappeared, the product 
has to be applied again.

 – When should PVI 10% solution be diluted?

Type of care provided Dilution

Wound rinsing 10ml PVI 10% solution + 90ml NaCl 0,9%

Intra-abdominal washing 10ml PVI 10% solution + 90ml NaCl 0,9%

Bladder rinsing 50ml PVI 10% solution + 200ml NaCl 0,9%

Constant irrigation 2 ml PVI 10% solution + 98 ml NaCl 0,9%

During contact with the exudate the iodine is little by little released. In case 
of dilution: all the iodine is released immediately with no more long-term 
effect.

POLYVIDONE IODINE, surgical scrub, 7.5 %, 500 ml, bot. DEXTIODPS75

N.B Soap solution

Indications

Cleansing of dirty wounds, non-healing wounds, infected wounds and wounds at risk at 
first treatment.

Therapeutic action

Broad spectrum antimicrobial soap.
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Contra-indications

 – Patients with a known sensitivity to any of its ingredients
 – History of iodine intolerance
 – Thyroid dysfunction
 – Together with antiseptics of other groups (incompatibility) or with mercury, 

lithium, alkali or sodium thiosulfate compounds.
 – Preterm neonates, neonates < 1,5kg and children younger than 30 months
 – Without medical advice in children between 30 months and 5 years
 – Repeatedly nor on very large areas, especially in pregnant and lactating women 

and neonates. Pregnancy and breastfeeding are no contra-indication for brief 
application.

 – Contact with eyes. 

According to the advice of external wound care experts the risk of negative effects in 
pediatric patients is very limited.  
Povidone iodine is contraindicated in infants aged < 1 month.

Instructions for use

The solution needs to be used undiluted, in the same way as a normal soap.

The scrub solution is first brown. While using, the soap becomes less 
brown. When the foam is light coloured, it can be rinsed with NaCl 0,9%.

Polyvidone iodine 4% is a possible alternative in case of stock rupture.

SILVER NITRATE, 40%, pencil DEXTSILN1U-

Indications

 – Use only with great care in more stubborn areas of hypergranulation.

Therapeutic action

 – Astringent cauterization of wounds
 – Germicidal removal of granulation tissue, corns, and warts
 – To “burn back” hypergranulation tissue. 

Contra-indications

 – Hypersensitivity to silver nitrate or any component of the formulation
 – Broken skin, cuts, or wounds outside of the hypergranulation affected area.
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Attention points

 – Not recommended for prolonged or excessive use
 – Only for small surfaces
 – For individual use.

Side effects

 – May cause pain
 – Risk for damaging the surrounding skin
 – Can promote tissue necrosis, which represents a further risk of infection
 – Provokes a further inflammatory response
 – Reduces fibroblast proliferation
 – Risk for chemical burns, which are more likely to occur with prolonged application
 – May cause systemic effects if used over a large area (e.g. hyponatraemia, …).

Instruction for use

Apply once daily, 3 to 6 days: 
 – Cleanse and dry the wound according to the protocol
 – Moisten the silver nitrate pencil with water for injection (do not use 

NaCl0,9%solution or water containing salt or chlorides).
 – Protect the healthy skin around the area to be treated (e.g. vaseline ointment).
 – Do not allow the water or tip to touch healthy skin or tissue. 
 – Touch the area to be treated with the wet tip. Use light pressure, do not press or 

rub. Respect the contact time (cfr. manufacturer) to avoid too deep damage of the 
tissue. 

 – Dry the tip of the pencil with a sterile compress.
 – Apply a secondary dressing as chosen for the wound stage and fixate.

ZINC OXIDE, 10%, ointment, 100 g, tube DEXTYINO1O1

Indications

 – Skin protector for periwound in case of wounds with exudate +++: it protects the 
skin against the influence of body fluids.

 – Moderate drying effect.

Contra-indications

Pregnancy and breastfeeding are no contra-indications, but do not apply on breasts.
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Attention points

Can interfere with dressing adherence.

Instructions for use

 – Can be used up to 1 to 3 applications/day; depending on dressing changes and 
clinical response.

 – Apply only on the periwound area, not in the wound!
 – Removal with something oily, e.g. baby oil. Note that you don’t have to remove all 

the zinc oxide paste, completing the layer already present is enough.

LIQUID NEUTRAL SOAP, 1000 ml DEXTSOAP1L1

Indications

Cleansing of dirty, intact surrounding skin/limb.

Contra-indications

Non-intact skin.

Attention points

If used routinely, the skin may dry out.

Instructions for use

Rinse after cleansing with soap with an abundant amount of NaCl 0,9 %.
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Dressing material

NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE DRESSSING WITH PAD, sterile, L
NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE DRESSSING WITH PAD, sterile, M
NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE DRESSSING WITH PAD, sterile, S

SDRETAPAP1L
SDRETAPAP1M
SDRETAPAP1S

Indications

All-in-one dressing for covering sutured/stapled wounds

Sizes
Small - Medium - Large.

Contra-indications

- Deep cavity wounds
- Wet wounds (exudate +++). 

Attention points

- Not waterproof: patient cannot shower with the dressing
- Once the dressing is saturated or has become wet from the outside the barrier 
function is broken.

Instructions for use

Open the dressing and apply to the wound respecting aseptic care
When removing, be gentle as not to harm the skin.
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ABSORBENT DRESSING, small, sterile, s.u.NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE 
ABSORBENT DRESSING, medium, sterile, s.u.NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE 
ABSORBENT DRESSING, large, sterile, s.u.NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE

SDREABSD1S
SDREABSD1M
SDREABSD1L

Exact dimensions may vary according to manufacturer.
Examples of sizes:

 – Small: 10-10 cm, 15-15 cm
 – Medium: 10-20 cm, 15-20 cm, 15-25cm
 – Large: 20-20 cm, 20-25 cm.

Indications

Wet wounds (exudate +++).

Contra-indications

Wounds which are dry (no exudate or +) or moderately moist (exudate ++).

Instructions for use

 – White side = wound side; marked side = outside
 – Secondary dressing with fixation is necessary
 – Cannot be cut.
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COMPRESS, NON WOVEN, 4 plies, 10 cm, sterile DRECOMN10S

Indications

To cover wounds.

Instructions for use

Unless in a very wet wound, it will stick and should be used over a non-adherent layer.
Fixation is necessary.

COMPRESS, GAUZE, paraffin, 10 cm x 10 cm, sterile SDRECOMP1P- 

Indications

 – To cover hydrogel and PVI gel (to avoid rapid evaporation of these products)
 – To reduce adherence of the compresses to the wound bed.

Contra-indications 

 – Wounds with heavy exudate.

Attention points

Adheres to the wound if it remains too long in place.  Removal can be obtained by pouring 
NaCl 0,9 % on the wound area until the dressing is sufficiently soft to remove.

Instructions for use

- Can be cut to size (use sterile scissors)
- Maximum 2 layers above each other (to ensure the permeability of exudate)
- Secondary dressing and fixation necessary.
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COMPRESS, GAUZE, 10 cm, 12 plies, 17 threads, sterile SDRECOMP1S-

Indications

Cleansing, drying and disinfecting of wounds and the periwound area. 

Attention points

As these woven compresses can prove to be very adherent to the wound bed, caregivers 
should prefer using non-woven compresses to be in direct contact.

Fixation material

FILM DRESSING, semi-permeable, adhesive, 10cmx10m, roll 
FILM DRESSING, semi-permeable, adhesive, 15cmx10m, roll

SDREFIDSR1010
SDREFIDSR1510

Indications 

Fixating of primary dressings in healing wounds without signs of infection
Waterproof: patient can shower when the primary dressing is covered with this 
transparent film. 
Once over a dressing, it will help create moist environment.

Contra-indications

 – Infected wounds
 – Heavy levels of exudate (risk of maceration).  

In these cases the dressing can be covered with a film dressing to give the patient the 
possibility to take a shower. Afterwards the dressing should be renewed.
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Instructions for use

 – Do not use as a primary dressing on the wound: the film on the roll is not sterile.
 – Do not stretch while applying, because the film will gradually shrink back to the 

normal shape and may pull the skin, causing discomfort and blistering.
 – Apply a margin of overlap with the skin of approximately 4 to 6 cm to provide an 

adequate area of contact for adherence.
 – To ensure adequate dressing adhesion, the periwound skin should be clean, dry 

and free of moisturizers or grease.
 – Presence of hair on the skin may affect the adhesiveness of the dressing and 

complicate the technique for the removal. If hair removal is not possible (e.g. no 
consent of patient, risk of infection associated with shaving …) a non-adhesive 
method of dressing fixing should be considered (e.g. tubular gauze or light 
retention bandage).

 – Caution is required when removing the dressing to avoid that the adhesive 
damages the skin. The corner of the dressing should be lifted gently from the skin 
and then stretched horizontally (tangentially) away from the wound (not vertically).

TAPE, ADHESIVE, roll, 2 cm SDRETAPA025

Adhesive tape used to secure certain medical devices on the skin and to maintain 
dressings. 
Caution is required when removing the dressing to avoid that the adhesive damages the 
skin. The corner of the dressing should be lifted gently from the skin.
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TAPE, ADHESIVE, roll, extensible, nonwoven, 10 cm x 10 m SDRETAPA100

 – Self-adhesive, extensible, nonwoven tape used to secure dressings.
 – Can be easily cut to the desired shape and size.
 – Conforms well to body contours and allows body movements when in place. 

Suitable for flexing areas such as neck, elbows, knees.
 – Do not apply under tension to prevent shearing forces causing damage to skin. 

This is particularly important when applied over joints.
 – Caution is required when removing the dressing to avoid that the adhesive 

damages the skin. The corner of the dressing should be lifted gently from the skin.

BANDAGE, EXTENSIBLE, non adhesive, 6 to 7 cm x 4 m SDREBANE06N

 – Stretch bandage used to secure dressings.

Note that it should be fixated by tape, not with metallic pins or knots. When finishing the 
bandage DO NOT circle more than once (it would add pressure and act as a “tourniquet”).
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BANDAGE, CREPE (Velpeau), 10 cm x 4 m SDREBANE104

 – Stretch bandage used to secure dressings by exerting a certain pressure.

Note that it should be fixated by tape, not metallic pins or knots. When finishing the 
bandage DO NOT circle more than once (it would add pressure and act as a “tourniquet”.

BANDAGE, ELASTIC TUBULAR NET, … , roll 25 m SDREBTNE00++

Finger   SDREBTNE001
Wrist/hand/foot SDREBTNE002
Arm/leg   SDREBTNE003
Head/small chest  SDREBTNE004
Chest/hip   SDREBTNE005

Tubular shaped elastic net used to hold dressings securely in place without 
compression or immobilization, even for moving areas or areas which are difficult to 
access (head, thorax, limbs, and joints).
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Annex 4.1 – Examples of “when to use what”

Healing wound without signs of infection, exudate (0 or +), no foreign object in the 
wound, not in ICU, no increased risk of infection, no comorbidities

Moisture is added by application of hydrogel. The hydrogel is covered with 1 (max. 2) 
layer(s) of vaseline gauze, to avoid rapid evaporation of the gel and sticking into the 
wound.
The hydrogel and paraffin gauze are covered with one or more non-woven compresses. 
The whole is fixed with film dressing (roll), tape or a bandage.

Exception to the application of hydrogel: dry sutured/stapled wound → has to be 
covered with an all-in-one postop dressing [or with non-woven compresses and film 
dressing (roll) or nonwoven adhesive tape (roll) if postop dressings are not available or 
if more absorption capacity is necessary].

Healing wound without signs of infection, exudate: ++, no foreign object in the wound, 
not in ICU, no increased risk of infection, no comorbidities

 – Necrosis and/or fibrin: apply hydrogel, cover with 1 (max. 2) layer(s) of paraffin 
gauze, non-woven compress(es) and fix with film dressing (roll), tape or a 
bandage. 
Next to maintaining a good moisture balance, the hydrogel aims autolytic 
debridement of the fibrin and/or necrosis. For this purpose the gel has to stay 
for a sufficiently long period of time on the wound. To avoid rapid evaporation of 
the gel, paraffin gauze is applied.

 – Granulation and/or epithelialization tissue:  apply hydrogel, cover with non-
woven compress(es) and fix with film dressing (roll), tape or a bandage.
Hydrogel is applied to avoid that the all wound exudate is absorbed by the 
compresses, resulting in a wound that is too dry and a dressing sticking into the 
wound. 

Healing wound without signs of infection, with a lot of exudate: +++, no foreign object 
in the wound, not in ICU, no increased risk of infection, no comorbidities (= very rare 
condition)

In order to absorb the excess of exudate, an absorbent compress or extra non-woven 
compresses + absorbent compress are applied and fixed with non-woven adhesive 
roll, tape or a bandage (NO film!).

Non-healing wound with or without overt signs of infection, exudate  0, or + or ++, no 
foreign body

Moisture is added by application of PVI gel, which has a prolonged antiseptic action. The 
PVI gel is covered with 1 (max. 2) layer(s) of paraffin gauze, to avoid rapid evaporation 
of the gel and sticking into the wound.
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The PVI gel and paraffin gauze are covered with one or more non-woven compresses. 
The whole is fixed with tape or a bandage. Film dressing (roll) should not be used in 
wound with overt/covert infection, because it can create an environment that is too moist 
which further sustains the infection.

Non-healing wound with or without overt signs of infection, exudate: +++

Instead of PVI gel the wound bed is covered with non-woven compress(es) moistened 
with PVI aqueous solution. PVI solution has a drying effect; application of PVI gel in 
this type of wounds increases the risk of maceration. Next, an absorbent compress is 
applied. The whole is fixed with tape or a bandage. Film dressing (roll) should not be 
used in wound with overt/covert infection, because it can create an environment that is 
too moist which further sustains the infection.
 
Deep wounds

In deep wounds the same materials and products are used as in the superficial ones with 
the difference that the wound is packed with non-woven compresses in order to maintain 
contact between the wound bed and the dressing (the wound has to grow upwards from 
the bottom). The absorbent compress, depending on the moisture level of the wound, 
should be applied on top of the other compresses (as final layer before fixation).
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CHAPTER 5 - GENERAL WOUND CARE 
TECHNIQUE

Before the procedure
 – Patient
 – Environment
 – Material

During the procedure
 – Preparation
 – Removal of dressing
 – Observe and act

After the procedure
 – Patient
 – Infection prevention and control
 – Documentation
Annex 5.1 - Prescription and safe medication practice
Annex 5.2 - Documentation
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The overall objective of a correct wound care technique is:

 – To obtain a wound healing in optimal conditions, with full function and acceptable 
cosmetic results.

 – Promote the patient comfort.
 – To prevent hospital acquired infections.

Any wound care should be done respecting asepsis, in a correct, 
fluent and economic way while observing patient reactions and the 
aspect of the wound.

Dressing changes are indicated only:
 俵 According to the frequency as mentioned in the wound care protocol.
 俵 To inspect the wound, e.g. in case of fever or local pain.
 俵 If the dressing is moist, e.g. blood, exudate.
 俵 If the dressing is detaching/falling.

Aseptic technique is the practice of carrying out a procedure in such a way that you 
minimize the risk of introducing contamination into a vulnerable area or contaminating 
a sterile material.

• Avoid frequent manipulation of liquids (e.g. antiseptics or rinsing 
solutions)

• Reduce activity in the immediate vicinity of the area in which the 
procedure is to be performed

• Keep the exposure of a susceptible site to a minimum

• Check all sterile packs to be used for damage or moisture penetration

• Ensure all fluids and materials to be used are in date

• Not re-use single use items

• Ensure contaminated/non-sterile items are not placed in the sterile 
field

• Ensure appropriate hand decontamination prior to the procedure

• Protect uniform/clothing with a disposable apron

• Use sterile gloves or sterile instruments depending on the type of 
procedure to be performe.
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5.1. Before the procedure

BEFORE
- VERIFY 

IDENTITY & 
MEDICAL 
ORDERS

- INFORM 
PATIENT

- PROPER IPC

- COMFORT & 
PRIVACY

- FORESEE & 
PREPARE

PATIENT ENVIRONMENT MATERIAL

Patient

 – Verify the patient identity and the correspondence with the patient file.
 – Check the information on the follow up sheet for wound care and prepare 

accordingly.
 – Greet and inform the patient in a reassuring and understandable way about 

the aim of the procedure, the cooperation needed, the procedure itself and the 
expected sensations.

 – Evaluate pain, provide prescribed analgesic (see Chapter 2 – Pain management 
and Technical sheet 4) if required and wait the time needed for the drug to act.

 – Position the patient and yourself comfortably.

Environment
In all health structures, rigorous organization and preparation in the dressing of 
wounds can reduce the risk of accidental wound contamination and transmission of 
microorganisms from one patient to another. 

In general:

 – Having a dedicated dressing room is a plus.
 – It must have a clear clean to dirty pathway, clean wounds should be seen first.
 – Prepare everything in advance in order to avoid interrupting the care/leaving the 

room. Having an aid can be most useful.
 – During dressing changes visits are not allowed,  beds are not being made and the 

room is not being cleaned.  Switch off any fan and close all windows.  In this way 
circulation of micro-organisms in the air is avoided.

 – Create enough space to work comfortably at any moment. 
 – Respect patient privacy: use a screen if needed.
 – The room needs adequate lighting.
 – Clean and disinfect all working surfaces with Surfanios® diluted solution and let 

it work for 15 minutes.
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 – Use a clean, disinfected trolley, with sterile and/or clean materials (dressing set, 
compresses, etc.) on the upper tray, and septic materials (sharps container, trash 
bag, etc.) on the lower tray. 

 – Clean and disinfect the trolley in between patients, before and after the procedure.

For IPD patients: 

 – Preferably perform dressings at the bedside.
 – For specific reasons (e.g. not possible to assure privacy) dressings can be done in 

a specific designated dressing area/room.
 – Advanced dressings which require more invasive procedure or basic anaesthesia 

can be done in specific procedure rooms or can be planned for the operating room.
 – In case of a dressing care in isolation rooms: bring only the needed material.  

Any unused material that has been brought inside the isolation area should 
remain there or should be disposed even if has not been used. Respect local 
recommendations based on the type of isolation adopted. 

For OPD patients (or in case of use of dressing room in IPD):

 – Organized circuit from clean to contaminated.
 – Program “clean” patients first.
 – Always clean and disinfect the examination table at the end of each procedure, 

before installing the next patient. 
 – Clean and disinfect the room (floor and all the other surfaces) on daily basis or 

immediately in case of body fluids spills.
 – Disposal of waste must be done daily, at each time the container is full or whenever 

there is the necessity (e.g. bad smell due to biological fluids/material).

Material

Select your material based on the wound care protocol.

Foresee:

 – Cleaning material: 
• Surfanios® diluted solution +wipes wipes (e.g. cleaning cloth, paper roll)

 – Alcohol based hand rub. 
 – Non-sterile gloves.
 – Clean scissors to remove the dressing (one per patient).
 – Clean scissor for preparing the fixation material (only for cutting non sterile clean 

material; to be disinfected after each patient).
 – Dressing sets and/or sterile gloves.
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 – Material for:
• Cleaning of the wound
• Disinfection of the wound
• Dressing and covering of the wound

 – Additional dressing material and products, depending on the type of wound care, 
e.g.:

• Removal of sutures/staples: stitch cutter/staple remover
• Wound sampling/drain sampling: sterile swab/ sterile recipient
• Drain: clamps, sterile safety pins, ...

 – Protection for the bed (e.g. clean drapes or sterile drape in case of deep wound, 
plastic sheets could be used for very exudative wounds).

 – Recipients for used:
• Linen
• Disposable material/waste disposal
• Instruments

 ➢ Where applicable check expiration date and the integrity of materials to be used.

 ➢ Be aware of the characteristics of each specific material (indications, contra-
indications, attention points and instructions for use).

REMEMBER

5   MOMENTS  of 
HAND HYGIENE

BE CAREFUL 
WHILE 
REMOVING 
DRESSING 
MATERIALS

CLEAN   
PERIWOUND
SKIN

TECHNIQUE
CLEANEST TO 
DIRTIEST
ASEPTIC TECHNIQUE

5.2. During the procedure

Preparation

 俵 Clean and disinfect all the surfaces: wipe with Surfanios® diluted solution and leave 
it for 15 minutes.

 俵 Perform hand hygiene.
 俵 If risk of contact with body liquids: use Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) and non-sterile gloves 
(except if the procedure needs to be carried out with 
sterile gloves).

 俵 Protect the bed / the stretcher to avoid body fluids 
and liquids to contaminate the surface, the bed linen 
or patient dress.

Picture 9 – Cleaning and 
disinfection of surfaces
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Removal of dressing

 俵 Wear non-sterile gloves.
 俵 Carefully remove the old dressing:

 – If dressing is fibbed with bandages:
• Use a clean scissor for removing bandages (one scissor per patient).

 – If dressing is fixed with adhesive fixation:
• Loosen the edges of the dressing.
• Start at the end of the adhesive tape and stretch it out horizontally parallel 

to skin while supporting the skin with your fingers.  If loosening the adhesive 
tape is too painful: moisten with NaCl 0,9%.

 俵 Remove remaining compresses with a non-sterile glove (instrumental removal in 
case of a wick).

 俵 If the dressing adheres to the wound: moisten generously with NaCl 0,9% to prevent 
tissue damage and wait enough time for it to act.

 俵 Avoid damage to newly formed tissue by roughly rubbing, clumsy or rough handling 
of instruments.

 俵 Observe the dressing to evaluate the amount, the colour and the odour of the exudate 
(as described in the wound care protocol).

Picture 10 – Removal of dressing
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 俵 Dispose of the dressing immediately in the correct waste container (follow the waste 
management procedure locally in use).

 俵 Remove non-sterile gloves and perform hand hygiene.

Observe and act

 俵 Observe pain. 
 俵 Observe wound as by TIME assessment: Tissue ⇒ Infection ⇒  Moisture ⇒ Edges.
 俵 Actions: always work from cleanest to dirtiest: if a patient has several wounds, start 
dressing at the cleanest and after pass to the dirtiest or infected ones.

 俵 Perform hand hygiene.
 俵 The dressing can be carried out with sterile instruments or sterile gloves.  

Using sterile instruments

 – Open the dressing set
 – Open the sterile single use drape or use the inner layer of the crepe paper as 

sterile field.
 – Open the sachets of sterile compresses and lay them on the sterile field without 

touching them.
 – Open the NaCl 0,9% bags and antiseptics if required
 – Pick up one of the sterile forceps without touching anything else with your fingers.
 – Pick up the second forceps, using the first forceps.
 – Grasp a sterile compress with one of the two forceps and make a sponge by folding 

it in quarters with the other forceps.
 – Pour the liquids on the sponge, holding the bottle above it so that it does not touch.

Using sterile gloves

 – Prepare all materials before beginning the procedure, or work with an assistant:
• Open the NaCl 0,9% bags and the antiseptics if required.
• Open the packet containing the sterile gloves.
• Open the sterile single use drape or use the paper from the gloves as a 

sterile field for laying out the materials.
• Open the sachets of sterile compresses and lay them on the sterile field 

without touching them.
• Pour the liquids on the compresses, holding the bottle above them so that it 

does not touch.
 – Put on the sterile gloves.
 – Grasp a compress and make a sponge by folding it in quarters.
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 俵 Preparation of the sterile field: 

 – Once opened (don’t shake the drape), a strict distinction should 
be made between “work zone” and “handle zone”.

 – Avoid bringing micro-organisms in the work zone.

 – Avoid too extensive exposure of the field to the air (don’t open 
too much in advance).

 – Avoid air circulation.

 – Avoid contact of the work zone with non-sterile material.

 – Avoid manipulation above the field. 

 俵 Use one sterile dressing set/pair of sterile gloves per patient and 
per dressing if several wounds are dressed on a single patient. For 
wounds that are under the same dressing, one dressing set/pair of 
sterile gloves can be used.

 俵 Arrange the needed material logically: the non-sterile material 
closest to the patient, the sterile material the farthest from the 
patient because the non-sterile material shouldn’t cross the sterile 
field.

 俵 Don’t place materials directly in the patient’s bed, except single use 
material only used for this patient.  

Cleansing 

I. The wound or the suture (1)
 – From clean to dirty

II. The wound edges (2 and 3)
 – From clean to dirty

III. The periwound area (4 and 5)
 – The limits of the periwound area are deter-

mined by the size of the covering dressing

 俵 ALWAYS start with most sensitive part = wound, than edges, than periwound.
 俵 The intact skin surrounding the wound has to be cleansed widely to avoid colonization 
of the wound with micro-organisms of the skin. Don’t forget the parts of the skin that 
have been in contact with irrigation fluid/wound exudate.
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 俵 Change gauze compresses as often as needed and use at least 
one new gauze compress per wound zone (wound, wound edges, 
periwound area).

 俵 Only remove loose debris to avoid causing new wounds.

 俵 In infected wounds, if after cleansing an instrument is visibly soiled 
(pus, necrotic material) or the sterility is compromised, it must be 
removed and a new one used.

 俵 Visibly dirty gloves should be replaced. 

 俵 A clear distinction should be made between dirty and clean actions 
(e.g. dirty and clean material should be kept strictly separated, for 
example a used kidney dish shouldn’t be put immediately next to 
the sterile field).

 俵 Wound exudate and irrigation fluid should be collected as much 
as possible in single use disposable material, which should 
immediately be disposed in the waste disposal recipient.

 – Small amounts: plastic bag only designated for wound care. 

 – Large amounts: kidney dish, emptied in a specific designated 
place after wound care. 

Disinfection

Respect the contact time of the antiseptic: 
 – PVI aqueous solution: 60 seconds minimum
 – Chlorhexidine aqueous solution 0,5% : 60 seconds minimum ( second choice)

 俵 To keep the content of bottles sterile: take off the lid or the cap 
without touching the inside and put the lid or cap with the inside 
facing up, next to the sterile field. Close the bottle as soon as 
possible.

 俵 Different antiseptics should never be mixed, neither together in a 
recipient, nor on the wound.
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Dressing cover

 俵 Open wounds that may have contact with the unsterile layer of the bed should be 
temporary covered with sterile compresses and/or a sterile sheet should be placed 
under the wounds.

 俵 Cover each wound with a dressing adapted to the observed wound and fixate.
 俵 Apply primary dressing in a sterile way. The outside of the secondary dressing can be 
touched with the hand.

 俵 Cover the wound and the periwound environment completely with the primary and the 
secondary dressing.

 俵 Apply supplementary fixation material if indicated.  
 俵 Verify that dressing doesn’t impede the circulation.

 俵 Wounds should be covered separately as much as possible 

 俵 Use prepacked sterile compresses. Do not use dressing drums and 
serving forceps.
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5.3. After the procedure

AFTER

PATIENT IPC DOCUMENTATION

- VERIFY COMFORT & GENERAL CONDITIONS

- WRITE DATE ON DRESSING

- PAIN MANAGEMENT 

- EXPLAIN PLAN & EDUCATION ON  

FOLLOW UP

- CORRECT DISPOSAL OF WASTE

- INSTRUMENT DECONTAMINATION

- CLEAN SURFACES

- FILL IN WOUND FOLLOW UP SHEET

- FILL IN REGISTER

- REPORT VERBALLY TO COLLEAGUE /

DOCTOR IF NEEDED                                        

Patient

 俵 Reposition the patient comfortably. Do not forget body hygiene if necessary.
 俵 Write the date on the dressing.
 俵 Verify patient’s general conditions and check vital signs as needed.
 俵 Assess and record the pain level during the procedure. Based on it, plan post-
dressing analgesia and for the next wound care procedure.

 俵 Explain to the patient your findings/ observations and the plan for the follow up of 
the wound.

Infection prevention and control

 俵 Dispose stitch-cutters and other sharps immediately in a proper safety container.
 俵 Disposal of waste following IPC and waste segregation principles and local 
procedures.

 俵 Ensure correct management of the dressing set material and all contaminated 
instruments, accordingly to the specific project procedure.

 俵 Tidy up the patient area.
 俵 Clean and disinfect all the surfaces: wipe with Surfanios® diluted solution and leave 
it for 15 minutes 

 俵 Remove gloves and dispose it correctly.
 俵 Perform hand hygiene.
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Documentation

 俵 Check the wound treatment plan and note if adaptations are made.
 俵 Document the wound and its care in the patient’s “Wound follow up sheet”. Mention 
all the particularities.

 俵 Fill wound care register.
 俵 Verbal reporting to colleague/ doctor if necessary (change/worsening of wound 
condition or specific information).

See annex 5.2 for more information about documentation and technical sheet 9 for an 
example of “Wound follow up sheet” 

The technical sheet 10 is a “Wound care procedure check-list” to be used as a reminder 
during all procedures. It can be laminated and posted on the wall or used as a pocket 
step-by-step reminder.

Picture 11 - Documentation
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Annex 5.1 – Prescriptions and safe medication practices

All patients must have a medication chart (that constitutes a part of 
the medical file) which is used for making the prescription and for 
documenting administration of medication orders.

It should cover a period not longer than one week (depending on the service). Specific 
charts may be needed for more specialized services (e.g. ICU, neonatology, etc.).

All medication orders/prescriptions should be recorded together in the same medication 
chart and not spread across multiple charts (includes all medications: drugs, vaccines, 
fluids for infusion, therapeutic food, external preparations, inhalations, etc.).

Medication orders should be written clearly, in an understandable way, using standard 
abbreviations:

Unit Dosage form Administration 
route

Number of 
doses per day

Dosage

g = gram
mg = milligram

tab = tablet PO: per os
(by mouth)

od = once daily
(1 time per day)

1 tab x 2/day

ml =millilitre cap = capsule IM: intramuscular 
injection

bid = twice daily
(2 times per day)

200 mg x 2/ day

tsp = teaspoon
(5 ml)

susp = suspension SC: subcutaneous
injection

tid = thrice daily
(3 times per day)

250 mg x 2 x 5 days

tbs = tablespoon 
(15 ml)

ID: intradermal 
injection

stat: give dose 
immediately

IV: intravenous 
injection

Medication orders must contain the following information (See: Nursing guidelines: A 
handbook for MSF missions):

 俵 The unit of the hospital (e.g. Maternity)
 俵 The prescriber (both name and signature)
 俵 The date of the order
 俵 The patient:

 – full name (both last and first name)
 – patient identification number (if available/in use)
 – age
 – sex
 – weight (and height if necessary)
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 俵 The medication:
 – generic name (this should not be abbreviated, especially for injectable electrolyte 

solutions)
 – dosage (with units) and formulation (e.g. tablet, injection)
 – administration route (e.g. IV, PO)
 – frequency (number of times taken per day)
 – duration of treatment (number of days)

 俵 There may be other legal requirements depending on the context (or additional 
requirements for some medications – e.g. narcotics).

Compliance with, the local regulations is also mandatory.

If a specific time for administration is designated by the prescriber, the specified 
medication should be administered within one hour of that time.

Dispensing/administration of medications must always be documented in the 
medication chart, including:

 俵 that the administration has taken place (or, if not, annotation to indicate why not – e.g. 
refused by patient, medication unavailable, etc.);

 俵 the precise time of administration;
 俵 the staff-member who prepared and administered the medication.

There may also be a need for patient monitoring to be documented following 
administration of some medications.

All these recommendations have to be considered in all settings where wound care 
activities could take place, from hospitals to outreach or community based projects. 

Painkillers and antibiotics must be prescribed by a clinician. The health care worker 
always should be aware of the criteria for referring the patient for a medical consultation 
and informed about patient treatment that has already been prescribed and started. 

Pain management does not always need a new specific prescription/gift; the same 
medical order, done as by recommendations, could cover a specific period of time for a 
specific conditions (e.g. “if pain < 4, give Paracetamol 1g PO - if pain > 4, give Tramadol 
100mg PO one hour before the dressing”).

Antibiotic treatments always need a specific medical order. As adherence is a key issue, 
health care workers have an important role in educating the patient and following the 
correct management of the treatment.

For more information information: Good Pharmacy practice for end-user pharmacies 
MSFOCB
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Annex 5.2 – Documentation

Wound care documentation is an essential aspect of and has many implications directly 
linked to the quality of care and to patient safety. Furthermore, it is a professional and 
legal obligation of medical practice and cannot be avoided.

All assessment and action performed on a specific wound must be clearly and accurately 
recorded. It is always preferable to have specific wound care forms with “check-list 
aspect” in order to help the health care workers in registering all the information needed.

A wound assessment must be made and accurately recorded at every dressing change: 
the size of the wound, its depth, colour and shape, as well as the condition of surrounding 
skin, should also be documented. This information, together with the treatment applied 
(type of cleansing, disinfection or not and dressing) indicates the stage and progress of 
the wound and is vital to ensure that the next health care worker caring for the patient 
selects an appropriate dressing.

The first wound assessment provides the benchmark against which progress can be 
measured. The second may show the wound has grown as debris is removed. If the 
wound is going to heal, a clear difference (size and evolution of tissues) will be apparent 
during the second or third week.

Accurate and continuous documentation should not be too time-consuming and 
complicated, but its importance should not be underestimated because wounds are 
far more likely to heal if their progress/treatments are monitored and recorded. Lack 
of documentation could not only prolong the healing time but even be harmful for the 
patient.
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CHAPTER 6 – SUPERVISION AND 
MANAGEMENT OF WOUND CARE ACTIVITIES

Supervision of wound care activities
 – Clinical supervision
 – Tools for supervision
 – Indicators
 – Data collection

Supply and management of medical material
Annex 6.1 – Skill assessment check-lists
Annex 6.2 – Order tool
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6.1. Supervision of a wound care activity

Adequate educational and clinical supervision is crucial to achieve: 
 – appropriate quality and safety care for patients 
 – continuous development of staff competencies. 

Supervisors will be in charge of:
 – direct clinical supervision of health care workers during wound care activities
 – collecting data and follow up indicators
 – giving feedbacks
 – planning corrective actions to improve both health care workers competencies 

and all the factors that could affect the process.

Clinical supervision

Clinical supervision is essential for quality management. It is defined as “the provision of 
monitoring, guidance and feedback on matters of personal, professional and educational 
development in the context of the care of patients”.

Supervisors need to have good interpersonal skills, good teaching skills and be clinically 
competent and knowledgeable.

Helpful supervisory behaviours include giving direct guidance on clinical 
work, linking theory and practice, engaging in joint problem-solving and 
offering feedback, reassurance and providing role models.

Ineffective supervisory behaviours include rigidity, low empathy, failure to 
offer support, failure to follow supervisees’ concerns, not teaching, being 
indirect and intolerant and emphasizing evaluation and negative aspects.

Good interpersonal skills include involving trainees in patient care, negotiation 
and assertiveness skills, counselling skills, appraisal skills, self-awareness, 
warmth; empathy, respect for others, listening skills, expressing one’s own 
emotions appropriately, offering support, being positive, having enthusiasm.

Clinical competences include being seen as a good clinician and having 
up-to-date theoretical and clinical knowledge.

Teaching skills include offering opportunities to carry out procedures, 
giving direction, giving feedback, having knowledge of teaching resources, 
knowledge of certification requirements, individualizing the teaching 
approach, being available and having evaluation skills.
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All the supervision processes have to take place in a conducive environment where all 
the staff is clear about roles and responsibilities and the context is adapted for delivering 
good clinical services and training opportunities. This means that the supervisor has to 
have also good management and organizational skills.

The effectiveness of supervision is strongly affected by: 

 – the quality of the relationship between supervisor and the 
supervised team, 

 – the continuity of the supervision during the time,

 – the presence of shared achievable objectives,

 – honest, fair and constructive feedbacks at regular interval.

Tools for supervision

The supervision of health care workers trained on wound care can be done using two 
different types of checklists (see annex 6.1).

A first check list can be used for a more specific assessment on the observation of the 
wound and the choice of the treatment done by the health care worker. It will include 
only the cleaning, disinfection and dressing choices, together with a general evaluation 
of the correct use of the material and the correct application of an aseptic non-touch 
technique. 

A second checklist can be used to assess the correct execution of the whole procedure, 
including the pre- and post-procedure steps which are not less important in the whole 
process of care compared to the procedure itself. 

The combined analysis of the result for both checklists will give a complete picture on 
how nurses are performing the procedure and where to intervene for improving the 
performance. The feedback and the discussion with the supervised person will remain a 
key moment of the supervision process because it will confirm if the real need is the one 
identified with the observation or if it is consequence of a different gap in the process.

As the patient documentation is a capital step in the care of patients (as well as  a legal 
obligation), the review of patient files is an important activity and can also give precious 
information on how wound care is performed (checking whether  there is coherence 
between the documented assessment and treatment) and how clinical information is 
recorded.
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Indicators

The indicator list is based on the objectives of the unit. It helps the project to monitor the 
implementation of the wound care practices towards its objectives and to support the 
project management (not individual patient management). The indicators are classified 
in:

 – Use of service indicators: [“are we doing enough?”] to see how our service meet 
the needs of the community

 – Quality indicators: [“are we doing it right?”] to see how we follow our protocol
 – Surveillance: [“should we do something else?”] to follow events in the community 

that might require an operational response, or information that is important for 
advocacy, or information that is mandatory from the local authority.

EXAMPLE OF INDICATORS
Use of service
– Number of dressing performed (new dressings and follow-up)

– Number of medical consultation (new consultations and follow-up).

Quality
– Number of dressing per health care worker per day

– Average length of healing (in days)

– Average number of dressings per patient

– Number of  pain assessments done (pre and post procedure).

Surveillance
– Number of chronic wounds

– Number of non-healing wounds/wounds with signs of infection 

– Number of patients with increased risk of infection

– Number of patients with comorbidities.

For the moment there are no official standard indicators in use for monitoring the 
implementation of wound care activities. A comprehensive package of nursing care 
indicators will be identified and proposed to the field in cooperation with e-health unit. 

If there is the need from the field to add certain indicators, it can be discussed with the 
project coordination and the technical referent.
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Data collection

The data collection tools created should take into account information needed for 
indicator calculation. The data collection tools may include:

 – Tally sheet: should contain all the data elements necessary for indicator 
calculation.

 – Patient register: should contain all the data elements necessary for the tally 
sheet.

 – Patient medical record: should contain the entire data elements necessary for the 
patient register and all the medical information needed for patient management.

The data collection tools can be paper-based, excel-based, or more advance tools such 
as electronic medical record, DHIS2, etc. Any support on electronic data collection tools 
can be discussed with the eHealth Unit.

6.2. Supply and management of medical material

6.2.1.End-user pharmacy

Drugs and medical material should be organised in a place suitable for their storage. 
That can be a cupboard or an entire room according to the stock size. 

Consider that wound care material (as it includes NaCl 0,9% bags for rinsing and other 
voluminous material like compresses, bandages, etc)  will easily take a lot of space at all 
levels, from the main pharmacy store to the last step of the chain in the dressing room 
or on the dressing trolley.

It is the responsibility of the unit supervisor to manage the end user stock in order to 
avoid stock-out and assure a correct use of each product.

It is also important to consider preservation conditions: light, humidity and temperature 
as well as infection prevention and control measures.

Once the material has been taken out from the end-user pharmacy for being used on a 
patient, it should be ensured that it is kept on clean surfaces (e.g. on a clean trolley) and 
not in direct contact with the patient and his very near surrounding (e.g. the bed or the 
stretcher) in order to avoid contamination of material that eventually will not be used. 
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6.2.2.Orders and supply

Consumption of wound care material is strictly linked to different factors such as the 
type of activities (trauma centre vs outreach activity), the type of patients (paediatric vs 
adult), the type of wounds (acute vs chronic – clean surgical vs infected/contaminated), 
the wound sizes, frequency of changes and the type of services offered (OPD – ICU – IPD 
– ER).

After a first deployment of the protocol during the test phase in Haiti (Tabarre and 
Martissant projects, a trauma centre and an ER/OPD project) in 2016, it was possible to 
roughly estimate the ratio of each different type of patients/wounds per each different 
service and the amount of material needed per each dressing performed (see annex 
6.2). 

This calculation has been used to create an order tool that can help to estimate and 
foresee orders of wound care material during the first deployment of this new protocol. 
It is not the perfect -”giving all the answers”- tool. It will be updated once other 
consumption data are available, especially from different types of project. 

The tool doesn’t focus on other items that are not  specifically mentioned in this protocol 
and linked to IPC standard precautions (such as gloves, or Surfanios®) or  linked to the 
procedure itself (such as sterile drapes, dressing sets, specific instruments, etc).

Moreover, consider that some items included in the tool such as sterile non-woven 
/ gauze compresses or tape are also used for other purposes than wound care.  
The suggested order needs to be integrated in the general estimation of consumptions 
and reviewed to adapt it to the specificity of the project and of the local context. The 
tool gives the possibility to divide the estimation on 3 different levels of care: OPD, 
IPD (surgical), and ICU. In each of these units there are different types of wounds and 
different consumptions to be foreseen.
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Annex 6.1- Skill assessment check-lists
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Annex 6.2 – Order tool
“Ask the referent to get the original .xls file” 
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Neonatal Facial Coding System Technical sheet 
n° 1

Target group Children < 2 - 12 months

How to use  The child is observed on 4 facial expressions:

 – brow bulge,
 – eyes squeeze,
 – deepening nasolabial furrow,
 – open mouth.

If absent a score of 0 is given, if present a score of 1 is attributed.  If the 
overall score is equal or greater than 2, you need to treat the pain according 
to pain protocol.

Sign Absent = 0 Present = 1

�

Frowning

Eyes Squeezed Shut
Pronounced nasolabial 
furrow
Lips open

TOTAL
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EVENDOL pain scale Technical sheet 
n° 2

Target group Children aged 12 months to 4 years (and older if the child unable to self-evaluate the 
pain because of cognitive impairment or other condition).

How to use
The EVENDOL pain scale is an observational scale assessing the following five 
features, considering a range of scores from 0 (no pain) to 3 (strong or permanent 
pain) for each:

• Vocal or verbal expression
• Facial expression
• Movements
• Postures
• Interaction with the environment

The scores for each of the five features are summed, and pain severity is determined 
as follows (maximum score = 15):

• Score of 1–3: Mild pain
• Score of 4-7: Moderate pain
• Score of 8–15: Severe pain

It is important to repeat the pain assessment regularly after medication and/or 
analgesia are administered to assess whether the treatment was adequate.

1 At rest: observe the child from a distance, before performing any examination or procedure, under the best possible conditions of safety and 

comfort (for example, with their parents, when they are playing).

2 During examination or mobilisation: assess pain during examination or mobilisation or palpation of the painful area by the nurse or doctor.

3 Reassess pain regularly after analgesic administration: wait 30 – 45 minutes (if analgesic is administered by oral or rectal route) or 10 – 15 

minutes (if administered IV). Note whether the child is at rest (R) or mobilised (M).
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Simple Verbal Scale - Visual 
Analogue Scale

Technical sheet 
n° 3

Target group
Children > 5 years
Adults

How to use
Simple Verbal Scale
A series of 4 or 5 adjectives to describe the pain is proposed to the patient. 
The patient’s answer is converted into a numeric value (e.g. 0 for absent to 3 
for maximal pain).

Intensity of 
pain No pain Mild pain Moderate 

pain
Severe 

pain
Scoring 0 1 2 3

Write down 0 + ++ +++

Visual Analogue Scale
A 10cm line which indicates a continuum between two extremes, for example 
“no pain” to “worst pain”. Patients are asked to point a position on the line 
that best represents their level of pain. This score is then measured and 
recorded.

The way of questioning is important:
• Correct: “Do you have pain?”    Wrong: “Do you need a painkiller?” 

 (= suggestive)
• Ask only in the actual time:

 – Where/when?
 – How the pain does become better/worse?
 – During rest/during care/…?
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Pain management for wound care Technical sheet 
n° 4

Pain 
medication

Analgesic medications for wound care should be planned well in advance: 
adequate time has to be allowed for the medication to work/act.
 
Absorption after oral or subcutaneous administration is slow and a 
delay of 1-2 hours must be respected between giving the medication and 
the procedure. The procedure should be completed within 3 hours after 
administration.

Because of the delay in onset of analgesic action, it is not possible to ‘top-up’ 
analgesia once the procedure has started. Therefore adequate analgesia 
must be given at the outset.

For patients repeatedly undergoing procedures it may be helpful to keep a 
diary of the analgesia given and its effect. In this way inadequate analgesia 
coverage can be modified before subsequent procedures.

Level One

Paracetamol  and/or  NSAID  (Ibuprofen or Diclofenac)

Level Two

Paracetamol  and/or  NSAID  (Ibuprofen or Diclofenac)
plus

Weak Opioid  (Dihydrocodeine or Tramadol)

Level Three

Paracetamol  and/or  NSAID  (Ibuprofen or Diclofenac)
plus

Strong Opioid (Morphine)

 – Start at Level One if mild to moderate procedural pain is anticipated
 – Record and document pain scores before, during and after dressings 
change

�

Pain not controlled by Level One 
analgesia

Pain not controlled by Level Two 
analgesia

�
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 – Progress to Level Two if moderate to severe pain is anticipated, including 
patients with moderate to severe pain during previous dressings change 
with Level One analgesia.

 – Progress to Level Three in patients who experience moderate to severe 
pain during dressings changes despite Level Two Analgesia.

 – In patients taking regular, prescribed analgesia check that the prescribed 
drugs have been taken but do not give an extra dose of the same drug.

PAEDIATRIC* 
Analgesic 

Doses

Medication Administration Dosage
Paracetamol oral 20 mg/kg
Ibuprofen oral 10 mg/kg
Diclofenac oral 1 mg/kg
Dihydrocodeine oral 1 mg/kg (max 30 mg)
Tramadol oral 1-2 mg/kg
Tramadol subcutaneous 1-2 mg/kg
Morphine (immediate 
release) oral 0,5 mg/kg

Morphine subcutaneous 0,1 – 0,2 mg/kg

*Excluding neonates and Severe Acute Malnourished children 

ADULT 
Analgesic 

Doses

Medication Administration Dosage
Paracetamol oral 1 gram
Ibuprofen oral 600 mg
Diclofenac oral 75 mg
Dihydrocodeine oral 30-60 mg
Codeine oral 30-60 mg
Tramadol oral 100 mg
Tramadol subcutaneous 50-100 mg
Morphine (immediate 
release) oral 10-20 mg

Morphine subcutaneous 0,1 - 0,2 mg/kg
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Autolytic debridement with hydrogel Technical sheet 
n° 5

Definition

A selective debridement by release of the patients’ activation of phagocytes 
and endogenous proteolytic enzymes. These enzymes will soften, break 
down and dissolve necrotic or sloughy tissue, enabling it to be digested by 
macrophages.

Indication

 – Healing wounds without signs of infection that are dry or moderately 
moist (exudate 0, + or ++) and that contain necrosis or fibrin.

 – Can be used to soften devitalized tissue prior to another type of 
debridement.

Contra 
indication

 – Allergy to ingredients (e.g. preservative propylene glycol).
 – Highly exudative wounds.
 – Infected wounds and wounds with a high potential for anaerobic infections.
 – Bleeding wounds, fistulae or body cavities. 
 – Patients with necrotic feet/digits because of ischemia and/or neuropathy 
→ these wounds should be kept dry due to the risk of infection.  

 – Be careful in case of oncologic ulcers and patients with blood coagulation 
problems or anticoagulant therapy (bleeding risk when tissues are 
removed).

Advantage

 – Little or no pain
 – No damage to healthy tissue
 – Easy to use
 – Can be performed by the majority of health care workers (after training in 
wound assessment)

Disadvantage
 – Time consuming (the debridement process)
 – Can lead to malodour
 – Can lead to maceration of the periwound skin (if not used correctly)

Practiced by  – Nurse, nurse aid or
 – Medical doctor

Specific 
material or 

product

 – HYDROGEL, amorphous, 25g, tube, sterile (SDREWHYGA25A), if the wound 
is relatively dry. It is useless if the wound is very exudative.

Attention 
points

 – Perform a thorough assessment of the wound bed, wound edges and 
periwound skin, the deeper structures and the location to define the type 
of debridement.

 – Need for a trained health care worker with skills to perform debridement.
 – Do not forget to assess the pain and give pain medication when needed.
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Sharp and surgical debridement Technical sheet 
n° 6

The surgical debridement falls out of the scope of the wound care protocol.   
The technical sheet provides general information. We refer to the surgical 
guidelines for more detailed instructions.

Definition

Sharp debridement: Minor surgical bedside procedure, involving cutting 
away non-viable tissue using a scalpel, scissors, forceps, and/or curette.
Surgical debridement: Procedure performed under general and/or local 
anaesthesia, using various surgical instruments in a facility dedicated to 
surgical interventions (OT or treatment room).

Indication

Sharp and surgical debridement
 – Solid layer of necrotic tissue
 – Exudative wounds
 – Wound infection 
 – When there is a clear demarcation line between viable and non-viable 
tissue.

 – Preparation of reconstructive techniques, such as skin grafting / flap.
Surgical debridement

 – Very often the first treatment for traumatic highly contaminated wounds 
(mainly war wounds and road traffic accidents).

 – If other techniques are ineffective
 – When the presence of devitalized tissue becomes life threatening for the 
patient (e.g. when large amounts of necrosis or septic tissue need to be 
urgently removed, for example in cases of bacterial sepsis and necrotizing 
fasciitis).

 – Wound in close proximity of large blood vessels, tendons or nerves.
 – In specific areas, such as temporal areas, neck, axilla, groin and other 
areas where neurovascular bundles pass superficially and damage to the 
vitally and functionally important structures (major blood vessels, nerves 
and tendons) may occur.

Contra 
indication

Sharp and surgical debridement
• Oncologic ulcer
• Arterial insufficiency (e.g. arterial ulcer, diabetic foot with angiopathy)
• Anticoagulant therapy/ problems with blood coagulation
• In palliative wound care (the final objective is the comfort of the patient).
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Advantage

Sharp debridement versus surgical debridement
 – Few resources needed
 – Few materials needed.

Disadvantage

Sharp debridement and surgical debridement
 – Risk of infection if sterility is compromised
 – Risk of removing healthy tissue (over-excision).

Surgical debridement
 – Higher need for resources ( OT , surgical staff, anaesthesia, surgical 
material).

Practiced by

Sharp debridement:
 – Nurse, nurse aid, medical doctor trained in sharp debridement, or a 
surgeon.

 – Check the regulations, legislation and existing guidelines to define who is 
allowed to perform debridement.

Surgical debridement
• Surgeon.
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Wound infection with P. aeruginosa 
and the use of acetic acid

Technical sheet 
n° 7

Definition

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative opportunistic pathogen with 
innate resistance to many antibiotics.
Confirmation of P. aeruginosa in the wound infection:

 – Based on bacteriological confirmation (culture)
 – Clinical (in absence of culture): presence of bluish-green pus/exudate, 
typical sweet smell.

Acetic acid

Open wounds that are infected by P. aeruginosa are difficult to treat and even 
more when they are hospital acquired.
Acetic acid was found to have bacteriostatic activities against P. aeruginosa. 
Acetic acid (diluted vinegar) kills (bactericide action) and inhibits 
(bacteriostatic action) the growth of pseudomonas aeruginosa by lowering 
the acidity (pH) in the wound.
Acetic acid treatment has to be kept in mind as one of the alternatives when 
infection is caused by multiple antibiotic resistant strains of P. aeruginosa 
in which there is shortage of therapeutic options and when there is no 
improvement with PVI 10% as antiseptic. 

Side effects 
(possible)

 – Skin reactions
 – Burning feeling
 – Pain.

Incompatible 
with

All other antiseptics 
Remark: the wound needs to be cleansed prior with PVI soap and rinsed 
thoroughly with NaCl 0,9%.

Dilution table

To obtain a 1% solution (STANDARD):
 – Take 20 ml of acetic acid 5% with a sterile syringe
 – Add 80 ml of distilled water. 

To obtain a 0,5% solution (if 1% too painful):
 – Take 10 ml of acetic acid 5% with a sterile syringe
 – Add 90 ml of distilled water. 

This solution is single use and should not be stored ⇒ Discard any rest of 
solution after the procedure.
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Procedure

 – Prepare acetic acid solution in a  sterile (to avoid cross-contamination) 
kidney dish.

 – Soak sterile compresses in the acetic acid solution, wring out (the 
compresses have to be moist but not dripping) and apply these wet 
compresses on the wound.

 – Cover with dry compresses and fixate loosely with a bandage (to avoid the 
acetic acid compresses fall off the wound). 

 – Remove the acetic acid compresses after 15-30 minutes
 – Rinse the wound properly with NaCl 0,9%
 – Continue the wound care according to the wound care protocol.

Frequency 2 times a day.

Specific 
material or 

product

 – Acetic acid 5% (= 5º) (vinegar) (if local purchase please verify the quality of 
the product with your mission pharmacist). 

 – Distilled water (SLASWATE1B1) (= Water free of minerals and micro-
organisms produced by distillation).

 – Sterile kidney dish
 – An important amount of sterile compresses.

Attention 
points

 – The acetic acid dressing is painful
 – Avoid contact of the acetic acid compresses with the surrounding skin  
(to prevent maceration).
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External fixator wound care 
procedure

Technical sheet 
n° 8

Background information on pin site infection can be found in annex 3.2.

Definition
External fixation is a process by which sterile pins are inserted into bone 
fragments through small incisions in the skin, and then held together with 
an external clamp or framework.

Practiced by Nurse, nurse aid, medical doctor, surgeon.

Procedure

 – Keep the dressing on the pin sites
 – Cleanse the frame with chlorhexidine 2% in alcohol 70% or with PVI soap 
(remove the soap with NaCl 0,9% and gauze compresses afterwards). Use 
a new gauze compress for each pin. Proceed from cleanest to dirtiest.

 – Remove the dressing on the pin sites
 – Cleanse the wound at each pin according to the general wound care 
protocol. Proceed from cleanest to dirtiest. Rub around the fixator with 
unfold sterile compress of which the opposite corners are fixated with 
tweezers (or sterile gloves) and stay as close as possible to the skin. 

 – Rinse – if necessary – and pat dry
 – Examine the pin sites, based on the TIME principle as well as the 
surrounding skin. 

 – Disinfection with PVI 10% if indicated: put PVI 10% on the sterile compress 
and leave on the wound during 1 minute; remove the compress; use a new 
compress for each pin.

 – Cover the pin sites with a dry non-woven sterile compress.

Frequency 
and 

disinfection

Intraoperative dressings are removed after 48–72h

Timing Disinfection Indication
First week post-op Daily All

Second week post op

Every 3 days Healing and no signs of 
infection

Daily

Signs of infection
Patient in ICU
Upon medical advice in 
patients with increased risk

Third week post-op According to the general wound care protocol

We only use PVI 10% solution; we don’t apply PVI 10% gel on the pin sites!
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Attention 
points

In the immediate post-op period slight compression with figure-of-eight 
bandaging between fixator wires may help to prevent an excessive skin 
movement around the pin and wire and to prevent the formation of a 
haematoma.

Specific 
material or 

product
Chlorhexidine 2% in alcohol 70% or povidone iodine 7,5% soap.

Limb hygiene, 
showering 

and bathing

As soon as pin sites are healed, showering is allowed on the day of dressing 
changes. This depends also on the presence of other wounds and the mobility 
of the patient. 
Laying in a bath to wash should be avoided to prevent the limb from becoming 
immersed in bacteria-laden water.
Once showered, the frame and skin should be dried and the pin sites should 
be dressed according to the protocol. 
Limb hygiene can be maintained in between dressing changes using a clean 
or disposable flannel with soap and water, avoiding contact with the pin site 
dressings.

Management 
of crusts

 – Maintenance: 
• Under normal (dry pin sites) circumstances

Rationale: these crusts provide a biological, physical barrier to 
the development of pin site infection.

 – Removal:
• When there is a collection of fluid or risk of infection
• When the crust becomes detached from the pin site. 

 – How?
• By gentle cleansing.

Surrounding 
skin

The surrounding skin can become rough or scaly: apply a moisturizer to the 
surrounding skin, avoiding direct contact with the pin/wires.

Pin site 
care after 
discharge 
from the 
hospital

Since most patients with external bone fixators are discharged from hospital 
before healing of the pin sites has occurred, compliance with a prescribed 
pin site care regimen is an important factor that is likely to influence the rate 
of pin site complications and infections. 
Patients and their families should be taught pin site care before discharge 
from the hospital. Material to ensure proper care could be given to the 
patient at discharge and in between OPD visits.
As pin sites are unable to heal due to the presence of the metal work, they 
remain a portal for infection. The pin sites should be dressed until the 
fixator is removed. 
The patient should avoid staying in the sun, because this enhances the risk 
of irritation due to increased perspiration. Direct sunlight on the metal frame 
increases the likelihood of skin burns. 
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 When to
 inform the

doctor

 – Signs of infection.
 – Signs of osteomyelitis.
 – Necrosis around the pin sites. 
 – Pressure wounds around the pin sites. 
 – Symptoms of complications associated with the injury or immobility, e.g.:

• Compartment syndrome (e.g. severe oedema, marked increase 
in pain, inability to actively move joints, increased pain on passive 
movement).

• For lower limb external fixators: nerve damage - e.g. peroneal 
nerve: foot drop with inability to evert and dorsiflex foot. 

• For upper limb external fixators: radial/median nerve at wrist: 
inability to adduct the thumb with numbness of the ring and 
small finger (ulnar), inability to extend the wrist and fingers with 
numbness over the dorsal (radial) and inability to extend the wrist 
and fingers with numbness over the dorsal  (median). 

• Fat embolism syndrome (common in pelvic and long-bone 
fractures).
(symptoms include:  hypoxia, restlessness, mental changes, 
tachycardia, tachypnea, dyspnoea, hypotension,  petechial rash 
over upper chest and neck).

• Deep vein thrombosis with possible pulmonary embolus (symptoms 
include:  dyspnoea, chest pain, tachypnea, apprehension, 
tachycardia, cyanosis, circulatory collapse).
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Wound care procedure check-list Technical sheet 
n° 10
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Illustrations for T Technical sheet 
n° 11

Necrosis

Fibrin
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Granulation

Epithelialization
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Hypergranulation
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Visible structures
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Illustrations for I Technical sheet 
n° 12

Infection
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Illustrations for M Technical sheet 
n° 13

Moderately 
moist wound: 

exudate ++

Wet wound: 
exudate +++
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Illustrations for E
Wound edges

Technical sheet 
n° 14

Normal 
wound edges

Macerated 
wound edges
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Undermined 
wound edges
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Illustrations for E
Periwound skin

Technical sheet 
n° 15

Maceration

Excoriation

Dry skin
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Callus

Hyperkeratosis

Eczema
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Personal pictures from: 
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http://cires.club/phototheque/index.php
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LIST OF EXTRA READINGS
Good quanity information on a broad range of wound care documents: 
European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (EPUAP): http://www.epuap.org
European Wound Management Association (EWMA): http://www.ewma.org
Journal of wound care (JWC): https://www.magonlinelibrary.com/toc/jowc/current
National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP): http://www.npuap.org
Wound Healing Society: http://www.woundheal.org
Wound UK: https://www.wounds-uk.com

Anatomy and physiology of the skin and wound healing

English
 – MSF-OCP (2014). Nursing guidelines. Paris: Médecins Sans Frontières, 113
 – https://www.bbraun.com/en/patients/wound-healing/knowledge-series.html
 – http://cnx.org/contents/14fb4ad7-39a1-4eee-ab6e-3ef2482e3e22@8.24 , unit 2, point 5.1 and 5.3 (Open-

Stax College, Anatomy and Physiology. OpenStax CNX)
 – Dealey, C., (1994-2012), The care of wounds: a guide for nurses. Wiley-Blackwell
 – https://www.amazon.co.uk/Care-Wounds-Guide-Nurses/dp/140519569X

French
 – MSF-OCP (2014). Soins infirmiers, Paris: Médecins Sans Frontières, 115
 – http://www.cancer.ca/fr-ca/cancer-information/cancer-type/skin-melanoma/

a n a t o m y - a n d - p h y s i o l o g y / ? r e g i o n = o n
 – Perrot, C. www.opmedica.fr/publications/telecharger/1
 – http://www.soins-infirmiers.com/peau.php
 – http://guide-ide.com/peau/

Antiseptics

• Antimicrobials and non-healing wounds
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Project_Portfolio/EWMA_Documents/

Antimicrobial.pdf

• Povidone iodine
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/made-easys/view/iodine-made-easy (free account)

• Exudate management
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/media/issues/82/files/content_42.pdf
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/media/issues/272/files/content_8812.pdf

Biofilm

 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/media/issues/288/files/content_8851.pdf

Burns

 – See OCP guidelines on burns.

Debridement    

French
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Project_Portfolio/EWMA_Documents/EWMA_

Debridement_Document_JWCfinal.pdf

Italian
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Project_Portfolio/EWMA_Documents/EWMA_

Debridement_Italian_AISLEC.pdf
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Diabetic foot ulcer

 – https://www.hindawi.com/journals/isrn/2013/608313/
 – https://www.uptodate.com/contents/management-of-diabetic-foot-ulcers?source=search_result&-

search=wagner%20classification&selectedTitle=1~35
 – https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26171906

Disability and buruli ulcers

• Buruli ulcer: a manual on how to prevent disability
 – http://www.who.int/buruli/resources/9241546816/en/  

• Prevention of disability in Buruli ulcer: basic rehabilitation
 – http://www.who.int/buruli/resources/who_htm_ntd_idm_gbui_2008.1/en/ 

General principles of wound care

• Holistic approach

English
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/EWMA_08_Eng_

final.pdf

French, German, Italian (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/

• Wound bed preparation – TIME
 – http://www.woundsinterna.com/media/issues/122/files/content_86.pdf
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/pos_doc_English_

final_04.pdf

French, German, Italian, Spanish (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/

• Wound assessment
 – http://www.wounds-uk.com/pdf/content_10469.pdf
 – http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1360405/
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/made-easys/view/triangle-wound-assessment (free account)

Hyperkeratosis

• Hyperkeratosis: management of the lower limb
 – http://www.wounds-uk.com/pdf/content_11413.pdf

Lymphedema

• Management:
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Clinical_Guidance/ILF_Best_practice_Consensus.

pdf

• Lymphedema bandaging:
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/English_focus_

doc_05.pdf

French, German (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/
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Neglected tropical Diseases

• Ten Steps: A guide for health promotion and empowerment of people affected by Neglected Tropical 
Diseases
 – https://www.leprosy.org/ten-steps/ 

Pain management 

• Pain at wound dressing changes
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/position_

doc2002_ENGLISH.pdf

French, German, Italian, Spanish (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/

• Minimizing pain at wound dressing-related procedure
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/media/issues/79/files/content_39.pdf

• Wound infection and pain management
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/media/issues/290/files/content_8902.pdf

Venous leg ulcers

• Management of chronic venous leg ulcers:
 – http://www.sign.ac.uk/pdf/sign120.pdf
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Project_Portfolio/EWMA_Documents/

Management_of_patients_with_venous_leg_ulcers_FINAL_2016.pdf

• Understanding compression therapy
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/Compression.pdf

French, German, Italian, Spanish and Japanese (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/

Wound infection

• Criteria for wound infection
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/English_pos_doc_

final.pdf

French, German, Italian, Spanish (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/

• Management of wound infection
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/other-resources/view/best-practice-statement-the-use-of-topical-

antimicrobial-agents-in-wound-management
 – http://www.woundsinternational.com/media/issues/71/files/content_31.pdf

French
 – http://www.woundinfection-institute.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/wound_inf_french.pdf
 – http://ewma.org/fileadmin/user_upload/EWMA.org/Position_documents_2002-2008/English_pos_

doc_2006.pdf

French, German, Italian, Spanish and Japanese (click on the language you want to view in)
 – http://ewma.org/resources/for-professionals/ewma-documents-and-joint-publications/

ewma-position-documents-2002-2008/
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